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a b s t r a c t 
Agile methods have become an appealing alternative for companies striving to improve their perfor- 
mance, but the methods were originally designed for small and individual teams. This creates unique 
challenges when introducing agile at scale, when development teams must synchronize their activities, 
and there might be a need to interface with other organizational units. In this paper we present a system- 
atic literature review on how agile methods and lean software development has been adopted at scale, 
focusing on reported challenges and success factors in the transformation. We conducted a systematic lit- 
erature review of industrial large-scale agile transformations. Our keyword search found 1875 papers. We 
included 52 publications describing 42 industrial cases presenting the process of taking large-scale agile 
development into use. Almost 90% of the included papers were experience reports, indicating a lack of 
sound academic research on the topic. We identiﬁed 35 reported challenges grouped into nine categories, 
and 29 success factors, grouped into eleven categories. The most salient success factor categories were 
management support, choosing and customizing the agile model, training and coaching, and mindset and 
alignment. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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0. Introduction 
Agile methods were originally designed for use in small, single-
eam projects ( Boehm and Turner, 2005 ). However, their shown
nd potential beneﬁts have made them attractive also outside this
ontext, particularly both for larger projects and in larger compa-
ies. This despite the fact that they are more diﬃcult to implement
n larger projects ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2009 ). Compared to small
rojects, which are ideal for agile development, larger ones are
haracterized by the need for additional coordination. A particular
roblem in applying agile to larger projects is how to handle
nter-team coordination. Large-scale agile involves additional
oncerns in interfacing with other organizational units, such as
uman resources, marketing and sales, and product management.
n addition, large scale may cause users and other stakeholders to
ecome distant from the development teams. Despite these known
roblems related to large-scale agile, there is an industry trend
owards adopting agile methodologies in-the-large ( VersionOne,
nc, 2016; Paasivaara et al., 2013, 2014; Dingsøyr and Moe, 2014 ). ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail addresses: kim-karol.dikert@aalto.ﬁ (K. Dikert), maria.paasivaara@aalto.ﬁ
M. Paasivaara), casperl@mit.edu , Casper.Lassenius@aalto.ﬁ (C. Lassenius). 
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164-1212/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article uThe State of Agile Survey that Version One has been conducting
nnually since 2007, has recently asked a few questions related to
arge scale as well, e.g. on scaling methods used and tips for suc-
ess with scaling agile. According to the latest survey ( VersionOne,
nc, 2016 ), 62% of the almost 40 0 0 respondents had more than
 hundred people in their software organization and 43% of all
he respondents worked in development organizations where
ore than half of the teams were agile. Of course, the sample
f this study is limited to a selected subset of companies and
ountries (of the almost 40 0 0 respondents to the latest survey 65%
ere from North America and 26% from Europe). However, this
ndicates that there seems to exist a large number of companies
hat have taken or are taking agile into use in large-scale settings
 VersionOne, Inc, 2016 ). 
While the research literature contains several experience
eports and some case studies on large-scale agile adoption, a sys-
ematic overview and synthesis of this growing body of research
s still missing. Freudenberg and Sharp (2010) asked the industrial
ractitioners at the XP2010 conference to create a backlog of
opics they think should be studied. The practitioners voted “Agile
nd large projects” as the top burning research question. Moreover,
mong the top ten items three focused on distributed agile de-
elopment, which is relevant especially for larger organizations asnder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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wthey are often geographically distributed. In two recent workshops
on large-scale agile development organized in XP2013 and XP2014
conferences, adoption of agile methods was one of the highlighted
themes needing more research ( Dingsøyr and Moe, 2013, 2014 ). 
While research on agile software development is accumulating
and maturing, and has provided a basis for conducting systematic
literature reviews ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008; Jalali and Wohlin,
2012; Senapathi and Srinivasan, 2013; Kaisti et al., 2013 ), the
area of large-scale agile development has not yet been studied
through secondary studies. In this paper we start ﬁlling in this gap
by presenting a systematic literature review of large-scale agile
transformations. 
2. Background 
2.1. Agile software development 
Agile software development is a set of iterative and incremental
software engineering methods that are advocated based on an
“agile philosophy” captured in the Agile Manifesto ( Fowler and
Highsmith, 2001 ). While mostly repackaging and re-branding pre-
viously well-known good software development practices, the agile
movement can be considered as an alternative to so called tradi-
tional software development methods. Traditional methods focus
on up-front planning and strict management of change, but agile
methods were designed to accept and eﬃciently manage change
( Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001; Cockburn and Highsmith, 2001 ). 
Agile methods have been both criticized and advocated, and
research has shown that accommodating change may be a factor
in both success and failure ( Boehm, 2002 ). It has been shown that
agile methods have improved satisfaction of both customers and
developers, but on the other hand there is evidence that agile
methods may not be a good ﬁt for large undertakings ( Dybå and
Dingsøyr, 2009 ). A proposed solution is that each organization
seeks its own balance of agile and plan driven methods ( Boehm,
2002 ). 
Two of the most popular agile methods are Extreme Pro-
gramming (XP) and Scrum ( Hamed and Abushama, 2013 ). Scrum
is a method focusing on the project management viewpoint
of agile development ( Schwaber and Beedle, 2002 ), prescribing
timeboxing, continuous tracking of project progress, and customer
centricity. The XP development method is a collection of practices
for enabling eﬃcient incremental development ( Beck, 1999 ). In
practice, many agile development implementations combine the
two in some way ( Fitzgerald et al., 2006 ). 
2.2. Adopting large-scale agile 
The diﬃculty of introducing agile methods increases with the
organization size ( Dybå and Dingsøyr, 2008 ). The diﬃculty is partly
related to size bringing higher organizational inertia which slows
down organizational change ( Livermore, 2008 ). Agile development
is not founded on the use of individual tools or practices, but
rather on a holistic way of thinking. Adopting agile often requires
change of the entire organizational culture ( Misra et al., 2010 ). 
One signiﬁcant difference between small and large-scale adop-
tions is that larger organizations have more dependencies between
projects and teams. This increases the need for formal documen-
tation and thus reduces agility ( Lindvall et al., 2004 ). In addition
to inter-team coordination, development teams must interact with
other organizational units, which are often non-agile in nature. For
instance, human resources unit may demand individuals to have
strictly speciﬁed roles in projects ( Boehm and Turner, 2005 ), or a
change control board may inhibit the use of continuous integration
or refactoring ( Lindvall et al., 2004 ). All units affected by the agile
transformation need to be informed and consulted, and the agilerocess must be adjusted according to their needs ( Lindvall et al.,
004; Cohn and Ford, 2003; Boehm and Turner, 2005 ). 
Agile methods also affect management and business related
unctions. A key challenge is that management must move away
rom life-cycle models and towards iterative and feature centric
odels ( Nerur et al., 2005 ), which requires a change of mindset.
he focus must be shifted from long-term planning to shorter term
roject planning ( Misra et al., 2010 ), as agile methods emphasize
hat planning is only meaningful for the near future ( Cohn and
ord, 2003 ). However, the lack of planning can be a concern as
usiness and customer relationships often build on long term
oadmapping. Enabling operation with shorter term planning re-
uires educating stakeholders and reviewing contracting practices
 Boehm and Turner, 2005 ). 
.3. Deﬁnition of large-scale agile 
A brief literature search ( Dingsøyr et al., 2014 ) identiﬁed pre-
ious interpretations of what large-scale agile is. Size had been
egarded in terms of size in persons or teams, project budget, code
ase size, and project duration. The examples of cases that were
alled “large-scale” included 40 people and 7 teams ( Paasivaara
t al., 2008 ), project cost of over 10 million GBP and a team size of
ver 50 people ( Berger and Beynon-Davies, 2009 ), a code base size
f over 5 million lines of code ( Petersen and Wohlin, 2010 ), and
 project time of 2 years with a project scope of 60–80 features
 Bjarnason et al., 2011 ). Based on their ﬁndings Dingsøyr et al.
2014) ended up measuring large-scale by the number of collabo-
ating and coordinating teams: they categorized as large-scale 2-9
ollaborating teams and as very large-scale over ten collaborating
eams. 
We identiﬁed a number of additional studies discussing large-
cale agile software development and their interpretations of
arge-scale. All of these referred to the number of people involved.
n early work on agile, Fowler considers the Crystal methodology
o be suitable for up to 50 people ( Fowler, 20 0 0 ). The same num-
er has been reported as seen by practitioners and researchers
s the size of the largest organization suitable for agile ( Williams
nd Cockburn, 2003 ). Other studies have referred to agile projects
ncluding up to 50 people as small ( Koehnemann and Coats,
009 ), and considered a development project large if it had a
taff between 50 and 100 people, including all project personnel
 Elshamy and Elssamadisy, 2006 ). The largest numbers were 300
eople across 3 sites ( Moore and Spens, 2008 ). Participants of the
P2014 large-scale agile workshop gave very varying deﬁnitions
or large-scale agile development ( Dingsøyr and Moe, 2014 ), show-
ng that what is seen as large-scale depends very much on the
ontext and the person deﬁning it. 
Based on these ﬁndings, we deﬁned large-scale to denote
oftware development organizations with 50 or more people or at
east six teams . All people do not need to be developers, but must
elong to the same software development organization developing
 common product or project, and thus have a need to collaborate.
or instance, Scrum masters and software architects are counted
hen assessing the organizational size. As some studies present
he number of teams rather than the number of people, we
orrespondingly deﬁned large-scale to denote development efforts
nvolving at least six teams. Having six teams with an average size
f six to seven people, plus a number of supporting staff, can rea-
onably be considered to form an organization of 50 people. In this
eﬁnition, we include both companies that as a whole focus on
oftware development, as well as the parts of larger (non-software
ocused) organizations that develop software, e.g. in-house soft-
are development units of large non-software corporations. 
K. Dikert et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 119 (2016) 87–108 89 
Fig. 1. Outline of the research process. 
Table 1 
Inclusion criteria. 
Facet Relevant topics Examples of non-relevant topics 
Agile software development The organization develops software; the introduced 
method is agile 
Agile manufacturing; Scrum in management boards 
Organizational transformation Presents insights about the transformation process Comparison of before and after; how agile is currently 
used in large scale 
Large scale Agile practiced by a development organization of at least 
50 people or 6 teams 
Scaling up from small; a single agile team in a large setting 
Empirical Case studies, experience reports Textbooks, student experiments, theory papers 
3
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d  . Research method 
.1. Research questions 
Systematic literature reviews are a means of identifying, evalu-
ting and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular
esearch question, or topic area, or phenomenon of interest. They
re appropriate for summarizing existing research, for identifying
aps in the existing literature, as well as for providing background
or positioning new research ( Kitchenham, 2007 ). 
In this paper, we present the results of a systematic literature
eview on the topic of large-scale agile transformations. The
eview is positioned in, and utilizes the literature of, the ﬁeld
f software engineering. In the review, we study the following
esearch questions: 
• RQ1: What challenges have been reported for large-scale agile
transformations? 
• RQ2: What success factors have been reported for large-scale
agile transformations? 
While large-scale agile transformations could provide many
iewpoints to use as research questions, we chose these two
uestions because we believe they represent the viewpoints which
re likely to provide actionable insights to practitioners as well
s researchers. The research questions are not intended to present
omplements to each other, but rather two distinct viewpoints
hat can highlight different characteristics in the transformations. 
.2. Research process 
The research process consisted of four main stages depicted in
ig. 1 . The selection of primary studies was done in two stages,
rst using keyword-based database searches to identify potentially
elevant sources, and then manually ﬁltering the search result. The
anual ﬁltering process was executed independently by the two
rst authors. Data extraction was done by qualitative coding of
he selected primary studies by the ﬁrst author. Finally, the results
ere elicited by aggregating and analyzing the coding of the
rimary documents. The entire process was audited and mentored
y the third author. 
.2.1. Inclusion criteria 
Based on the research questions and focus of the research, we
eﬁned four facets to guide our inclusion/exclusion decisions: agile
oftware development, organizational transformation, large-scale , and
mpirical . Table 1 lists the facets and gives examples on matching
opics and non-relevant topics. For a study to be included it
eeded to be relevant on all facets. 
Examples of topics excluded by the facet of agile software
evelopment are agile manufacturing and the application of Scrumutside software engineering, e.g., in management boards. In
ddition, we required that the organizational transformation was
imed at introducing agile methods, which excluded other de-
elopment methods ( Sagesser et al., 2013 ), and the use of agile
ethods in other contexts than software development ( Hodgkins
nd Hohmann, 2007 ). 
The facet of organizational transformation was interpreted so
hat the primary study had to present insights on the process
f an agile transformation. Examples of excluded topics include
omparing the original and agile development methods ( Petersen
nd Wohlin, 2010 ), discussing the use of agile in a large enough
rganization but not describing how the new methods were
ntroduced ( Mishra and Mishra, 2011 ), and merely presenting agile
ools in large-scale use ( Kim and Ryoo, 2012 ). 
Transformation and “scaling up” of agile practices in use are
ery closely related concepts, and in some cases they are one and
he same. For instance, if transformation begins with a pilot and
hen is gradually rolled out in the organization, the process could
ell be seen as a “scaling up” journey. These kinds of journeys are
ncluded in our study. However, we excluded cases where an ini-
ially small agile organization grew organically ( Maranzato et al.,
012 ), and discussions focusing on processes or tools without
escribing organizational change ( Lyon and Evans, 2008 ). 
The facet of large scale was interpreted as discussed in
ection 2.3 : a single software development organization with at
east 50 persons or six teams. In some cases, the source presented
ery vague indicators on size. For instance, one case ( Cloke,
007 ) was included, as there were indications of large-scale
onsiderations, although the size remained unclear. If there were
o indications of size, the paper was excluded, e.g. ( Miller and
addad, 2012 ). 
To complicate matters, some papers talked about “the team”
n singular when referring to the organization ( Hodgkins and
ohmann, 2007 ), making it nontrivial to judge whether the orga-
ization met the large scale criteria based on the choice of words
f the author. 
Further examples on exclusion by the large scale facet were
ases with large organizations but only a single team adopt-
ng agile ( Fulgham et al., 2011 ). We considered cases of single
eams (although as part of a larger organization) unrelated to
his research as our focus is on transformation of the entire
development) organization. 
Also piloting cases that reported only single teams using agile,
ven though considering the whole organization would meet the
arge scale criteria, were excluded, e.g. ( Scott et al., 2008 ). Finally,
ases where the organization was growing to large scale, but did
ot meet the size criteria at the start of the transformation, were
xcluded. 
According to the facet of empirical we excluded studies that
id not discuss a distinguishable real world case. We excluded
90 K. Dikert et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 119 (2016) 87–108 
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Fig. 2. The study selection process. 
Table 2 
Databases included in search, and number of matched articles. 
Database URL # of matches 
IEEExplore http://ieeexplore.ieee.org 745 
ACM http://dl.acm.org 168 
Scopus http://www.scopus.com/home.url 1596 
Web of knowledge http://apps.webofknowledge.com 786 
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atextbooks, studies merely presenting theories, as well as studies
that did not include any case organization. Moreover, we excluded
studies on the beneﬁts or limitations of agile in general. Lastly,
we excluded student experiments as it is implausible to draw
conclusions on the organizational dynamics in our large-scale
context based on experiments. 
3.2.2. Preliminary searches 
Before proceeding with identifying the primary studies a num-
ber of preliminary searches were performed. The purpose of the
preliminary searches was to develop and evaluate different search
strings. In addition, we used the searches to identify a set of
relevant papers that should be matched by the actual search. We
started by examining top ranked hits by trivial keywords that the
more complex ﬁnal search string might miss. Initial searches were
made using keywords that were as general as possible, including
“agile transformation” and “large scale agile”. Based upon these
preliminary searches, we selected 117 papers that seemed relevant
based upon the title. We used this set as a “sanity check” when
developing the actual database search. 
3.2.3. Identiﬁcation of primary studies 
The gathering of potential primary studies was based on a
search in the online databases listed in Table 2 . We constructed a
search string based on the previously discussed facets. However,
our preliminary searches showed that picking keywords with good
precision was diﬃcult. In particular, we did not succeed in rep-
resenting the facets large scale and empirical with precise words.
Therefore, we included only the facets agile software development
and organizational transformation in the keyword search, withTable 3 
Facets and related search terms used. 
Facet Keywords 
Agile methods (before & after) agile, scrum, ‘‘ext
‘‘plan-driven’’, 
Organizational transformation transform ∗, transit
introduc ∗, ‘‘roll
Only software related articles (software OR (confe
AND NOT (title+ab
conference = ‘‘agilhe consequence of increasing the manual ﬁltering effort in the
ubsequent steps. The used keywords are shown in Table 3 . 
.2.4. Study selection 
The set of potential primary studies identiﬁed by the database
earch was reﬁned in two steps, ﬁrst by ﬁltering based on ab-
tracts and ﬁnally based on the full text. The study selection
rocess is outlined in Fig. 2 . 
The database keyword search matched 1875 unique papers.
he abstracts of these papers were categorized independently
y the two ﬁrst authors into three categories: include, exclude,
nd uncertain. There were 1578 exclusions and 62 inclusions that
oth researchers agreed on. The inclusion decisions for the 235
bstracts with disagreement or uncertainty were resolved through
iscussion. At this stage papers were excluded only if both re-
earchers deemed it clearly irrelevant, including any uncertain
ases for full text ﬁltering. As a result 170 papers were selected
or full text ﬁltering. 
Full text ﬁltering was performed by evaluating the text of each
rticle against the four facets of the inclusion criteria. Filtering
as done in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, the ﬁrst author extracted
ata relevant to the four facets. Based on the extracted data, 76
apers could be immediately deemed as included or excluded. The
emaining 94 papers were evaluated against the inclusion criteria
y the two ﬁrst authors, and a decision was made after discussing
ach paper separately. In diﬃcult cases, the third author was
onsulted to reach a decision. As a result of the full text ﬁltering,
7 papers were selected for inclusion. 
We evaluated the result of the database keyword search
gainst the benchmark created in the preliminary search step.
e concluded that 85 of the 117 preliminarily selected papers
ere matched by the database keyword search. The missed 32
reliminary papers were examined, resulting in including three
dditional papers as primary sources. 
In parallel with the full text ﬁltering step the references of
ll 170 papers selected for full-text ﬁltering were also exam-
ned for relevance. Most papers used references very scarcely,
ypically referencing well known descriptions of agile methods.
his step led us to include two additional papers in our full text
nalysis. reme programming’’, waterfall, 
RUP 
i ∗, migrat ∗, journey, adopt ∗, deploy, 
-out’’, rollout 
rence = ‘‘agile, xp, icgse, icse’’)) 
s = ‘‘manufacturing’’ OR 
e manufacturing’’) 
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Table 4 
Context information extracted from primary studies. 
Contextual code Explanation 
Agile method Agile methods used in the organization (e.g. Scrum, XP) 
Business area The business area in which the organization operates. 
Organization size Mentioning the size of the case organization. 
Time of transformation When has the transformation been in progress, how long has the transformation taken. 
Research process The paper describes a research process. 
Geographical location Where the organization is located. 
Large scale deﬁnition A deﬁnition of large-scale software development. 
Multisite / GSD Mentioning of a multisite organization. 
Table 5 
Code families, codes and quotations. 
Code family Description Examples Codes Quotations 
Reason to change Reasons to start the transformation Demand for faster delivery 30 123 
Transformation process Statements describing the transformation process Top-down, big bang, step-wise 16 580 
Challenges Statements presenting challenges in the transformation Change resistance 40 323 
Success factors Statements presenting success factors in the transformation Management support 44 260 
Investing in change Factors presenting how the organization is investing in the 
transformation 
Training, consultants, tools 5 137 
Practices Practices used or estab- lished during the trans- formation, 
but described as neutral wrt. to successes and challenges 
Coaching, pilot- ing, continuous 
integration, communities of practice 
11 170 
Contextual Contextual codes deﬁned in Table 4 Agile method, organization size, 
large-scale deﬁnition 
8 215 
Total 154 1575 
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c  As a result, we selected a total of 52 papers for inclusion in the
nalysis stage. 
.2.5. Handling of duplicate reports on a single case 
In several cases, more than one primary study discussed the
ransformation of the same organization. Duplicate descriptions
ypically focused on different aspects. For example, one paper
ould highlight the viewpoint of the developers ( Fry and Greene,
007 ), and another would consider the transformation from the
ser experience designers’ point of view ( Federoff and Courage,
009 ). 
Even if the transformation of a single organization was de-
cribed in many studies, all sources that passed the inclusion
riteria were included. Studies presenting the same organization
ere treated as one unit so that we could gain as much insight on
ach organization as possible. Conversely, there were also a few
apers that presented multiple case studies, and in those cases we
reated each studied organization individually. 
Instead of using the most complete paper as suggested in
he guidelines for systematic literature reviews ( Kitchenham,
007 ), we combined the results presented in each paper and
onsidered the case as a single unit in our analysis. Keeping in
ind the potential bias caused by duplicate publications, we
hink that including all papers enabled us to get a more in-depth
nderstanding of the individual cases. 
As a result, we identiﬁed 42 unique organizations in the
rimary studies. We use the term study to refer to the primary
ublications, and the term case to refer to an individual case
rganization that may be described in several different studies. 
.2.6. Study quality assessment 
The primary studies for this literature review are almost ex-
lusively industry experience reports. We identiﬁed only six case
tudies with a clearly deﬁned research method, and observations
n transformation were presented only as a minor part in these
tudies. Based on this ﬁnding we conclude that case studies
resenting insights into large-scale agile organizational trans-
ormations are very scarce. We deemed that the results would
e distorted heavily and many valuable studies would be left
ut if a strict quality assessment would be part of the inclusion
riteria. As a result we decided to include all experience reports,egardless of the potential problems of author and publication
ias. 
.2.7. Coding of primary studies 
We coded the primary studies using an integrated deductive
nd inductive approach, coding both a contextual and a ﬁndings
art ( Cruzes and Dyba, 2011 ). We established an a priori list of
odes for contextual information ( Table 4 ), which included the
odes agile method used, business area, organization size, time of
ransformation, research process used, geographical location, def-
nition of large-scale used in the paper, and multisite case. Codes
elated to the research questions were created by an inductive
rocess to avoid having our previous assumptions affect the choice
f codes. 
To guide inductive coding, we established ﬁve different code
amilies a priori: reasons to change, transformation process, chal-
enges, success factors, and contextual. The four ﬁrst families were
elated to our overall research questions. In addition to these ﬁve
vident families two additional families were established during
he coding process: investing in change, and practices. A descrip-
ion deﬁning the scope and containing/examples of codes were
eﬁned for each family. The example codes would not necessarily
e used as actual codes, and would not represent the entire or
nal scope of the families. Table 5 presents the codes families in
he ﬁnal state of the coding. Table 5 also shows the total number
f codes and quotations created in the coding process. The total
umber of quotations is less than the sum of quotations in the
ategories because a single quotation may have multiple codes.
ote that in this paper, we only discuss the results related to
hallenges and success factors, and that it as such forms a part of
 larger study. 
.2.8. Synthesis of primary studies based on coding 
We synthesized our ﬁndings by creating an initial organization
f codes into high level categories based on the code labels. Each
ode was classiﬁed into a single category. 
After assigning each code to a unique category, the content of
he categories was studied. Each category was studied by read-
ng through each quotation of each code included. Typically the
uotations were displayed and examined in their original context,
onsidering the surrounding paragraphs of the quotation. Notes
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Table 6 
Author aﬃliations. 
Aﬃliation type Papers 
Experience reports Internal to organization 32 
Consultant and internal to organization 7 
Consultant 5 
Researcher 2 
Case studies Researcher 4 
Researcher and internal to organization 1 
Internal to organization 1 
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1 We acknowledge that it can be debated whether Uniﬁed Process is an agile 
method. However, since the author listed it as such, we list it here. were made on each quotation presenting noteworthy observations.
We used the notes to create a concise description for each code. 
We then reﬁned the categories based upon the concise descrip-
tions. Some codes were re-categorized, and the deﬁnitions of a
few categories were revisited, until a ﬁnal ordering was reached.
The results are presented according to the ﬁnal categorization. 
The tables presenting the categories of challenges and success
factors list references to the primary studies and case organiza-
tions. We have included a count of how many individual cases
mentioned each factor, and a percentage of this count relative to
the 42 individual cases. The purpose of these counts is to give the
reader a sense of how often the factor was mentioned. We want
to note that merely the frequency of mentioning does not make as
generalizable evidence for the actual importance of the factors. 
4. Results 
In this section we present our ﬁndings. First, we present an
overview of the primary studies. Then, we discuss the ﬁndings or-
ganized according to our research questions. 
4.1. Overview of the primary studies 
In this section we present the type of the primary studies, some
characteristics of the case organizations, as well as the agile meth-
ods used by the cases. 
4.1.1. Study types 
The results include ﬁndings from 52 primary studies discussing
how 42 different software organizations introduced large-scale ag-
ile methods. Most studies were experience reports (46 studies).
Only six of the included studies had a research method explic-
itly stated. The publication forums of the primary studies were
distributed so that 47 sources were conference proceedings, four
sources were journal articles, and one source was a technical re-
port. 
In most cases it was evident that the author had been person-
ally involved in the transformation. In 41 out of the 52 papers one
or more authors had a direct aﬃliation to the case organization.
Table 6 summarizes the aﬃliations of the authors. Internal aﬃlia-
tion refers to cases where the author is employed by the case or-
ganization. In some cases there are multiple authors with different
aﬃliations. 
All included studies and transformations were dated after year
20 0 0. There were peaks in transformation studies in 2008 and
2011. The studies were typically published two years after the start
of the transformation. 
Tables 7 and 8 list the case organizations and primary sources.
Some key contextual information on the organizations is included
in the tables. We reference the primary studies with a capital P
and a number, and the unique case organizations with a capital C
and a number. 
Table 9 summarizes the content of included research papers.
Whereas none of the studies had their research focus directly onhe transformation process, they provided similar information as
hallow experience reports to our study. 
In the above mentioned tables we have evaluated the rele-
ance of each primary study with respect to our research ques-
ions with a subjective score. We deﬁned the scores as follows.
: some sentences revealing factors relating to transformation. 2:
 couple of paragraphs describing transformation. 3: Several para-
raphs throughout the paper explaining transformation. 4: entire
ections giving a narrative of the transformation. 5: the entire pa-
er focuses on describing how the transformation proceeded. 
.1.2. Case organizations 
The size of the organizations varied from the minimum in-
luded size of 50 to 18,0 0 0 people. The median size was 300 peo-
le. In seven studies the size was presented in terms of teams,
anging from the minimum of six teams to 150 teams. The me-
ian was 10 teams. In eight studies there was no direct indication
bout the size but the issues discussed revealed that the organiza-
ion was of a large size according to our deﬁnition. 
Different business areas were represented quite evenly. Online
ervices was the largest group, including companies providing soft-
are as a service solutions for businesses, online media players
or consumers, online services for consumers, and communication
oftware for businesses. The second largest group was telecommu-
ications, including companies such as British Telecom, Cisco, Er-
csson, and Nokia Siemens Networks. The third largest group was
nterprise management solution providers with products for busi-
ess process management, project portfolio management, and fa-
ility management. Table 10 summarizes the business areas and
aps them to cases. 
.1.3. Agile methods used 
The most prevalent agile method used in the transformed orga-
izations was Scrum, which was the sole agile method mentioned
n 25 cases. The second most mentioned agile method was Ex-
reme Programming (in 4 cases), which was often combined with
crum (in 5 cases). Lean software development was mentioned in
 studies, although in all cases in combination with Scrum. Other
gile methods mentioned were Uniﬁed Process 1 , Adaptive Devel-
pment Methodology (ADM), and Rapid Application Development.
n one case the agile method was not named. 
It was quite common that organizations sought to combine ag-
le methods. Especially Scrum, XP, and Lean software development
ere used together. In addition, many cases mentioned use of XP
ractices, such as test driven development and continuous integra-
ion, without explicitly stating XP as the process being used. Com-
ining and customizing agile practices was also evident as many
rganizations viewed the agile method as continuously evolving.
rganizations evolved the agile methods for instance through ret-
ospectives and continuous improvement. 
.2. Transformation challenges 
Any organizational transformation that involves numerous indi-
iduals will face challenges. In this section we answer our ﬁrst re-
earch question, RQ1: What challenges have been reported for large-
cale agile transformations? 
We organized the found 35 challenges, each mentioned by sev-
ral sources, into nine categories. The categories are summarized
n Table 11 . 
.2.1. Change resistance 
General resistance to change. People are not willing to change
nless there are good reasons that they understand, and the
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Table 7 
Experience reports 
Case Paper(s) Company Business area SW org size Initial state Agile methods Trans-from start Relevance 
C02 P03 Amazon.com Small autonomic teams Scrum 2004 5 
C03 P04 BEKK consulting IT- and management 
consulting 
160 Waterfall Uniﬁed Process 2003 3 
C04 P05, P17 BMC Software Distributed Systems 
Management business unit 
300 Waterfall, traditional, 
dispersed 
Scrum 2004 5, 5 
C05 P06, P09 Yahoo! Online services 150 teams Waterfall (named PDP), 
gated, city-states 
Scrum, Lean 2005 4, 5 
C06 P07, P52 Nokia Siemens Networks 500 RAD, Scrum 2007 3, 2 
C07 P08 ABC Bank Banking 300 Scrum, UP, XP. Custom delivery 3 
C08 P10 Yahoo! Music Media player for consumer Enforced top-down, heavy- 
weight, BDUF, waterfall 
Scrum 2006 4 
C09 P11 Unisys Cloud Engineering Waterfall Scrum 2010 5 
C10 P12 BBC, iPlayer Media 10 teams Independent processes, 
Heavy practices 
Scrum 4 
C11 P13, P15, P16, P28, P33 Salesforce.com Online services, SaaS CRM 
software 
30 teams Loose waterfall-based process Scrum, XP, Lean, ADM 2006 2, 2, 5, 2, 2 
C12 P14 MyBoeingFleet.com Extranet website CMMI, Macroscope, 
gate-based 
Scrum 2007 3 
C13 P18 Ericsson Netherlands Telecommunications 300 Scrum, XP, Lean 2007 4 
C14 P19 Citrix Online Conferencing and screen 
sharing software 
44 teams RUP waterfall Scrum 2007 1 
C15 P20, P21 Anonymous Government 50 Waterfall Scrum 2010 3, 3 
C16 P22 Ericsson R&D Finland Telecommunications 400 Traditional, functional, 
silo-based 
Scrum, Kanban, Lean 2 
C17 P23, P32 British Telecom Telecommunications 140 0 0 Old fashioned process- 
driven; Waterfall 
Mentioning of Scrum, XP 2004 3, 2 
C18 P24 SoftwarePeople CMMI level 3 Scrum 2006 4 
C20 P26 Nokia Telecommunications Waterfall, some Scrum on 
team level 
Scrum 2007 2 
C21 P27 Anonymous Healthcare 300 Waterfall Scrum, XP 2005 3 
C22 P29 Microsoft IT IT services 9 teams Waterfall and PMI 
methodologies 
Scrum 2006 3 
C23 P30 Healthwise Healthcare, DSS system 200 Expanding organization Scrum, Lean 2004 3 
C24 P31 Borland 300 Scrum 2006 4 
C25 P34 Siemens Medical Solutions USA Health services 300 Scrum 4 
C27 P36 Anonymous Financial services 100 Traditional, phase-based 
approach 
XP 2001 4 
C28 P37, P38 Gale Online services 6 teams Waterfall, overall unclear 2009 3, 3 
C29 P39 (T1) Anonymous Online services 50 Waterfall Scrum 3 
C30 P39 (T2) Anonymous Banking 9 teams Scrum 3 
C31 P40 Quintiles Trans- national Corp Homegrown waterfall, CMMI, 
silos 
Scrum 3 
C32 P41 Nyx 270 Traditional waterfall-style 
(RUP) 
Scrum 2007 4 
C33 P43 VeriSign Enterprise Security Information security 50 Scrum 2006 4 
C34 P44 Primavera Systems Enterprise project portfolio 
management 
90 Waterfall Scrum 2003 3 
C35 P45 SAP AG Enterprise applications 180 0 0 Waterfall-like process Scrum, Lean 2006 4 
C36 P46 KeyCorp Financial 1500 Waterfall, 
command-and-control 
Scrum 2005 5 
C37 P47 Capital One Scrum 2004 3 
C38 P48 Cisco Voice Technology Group Telecommunications 1500 Waterfall Scrum 4 
C39 P49 Qwest Communications Telecommunications 50 0 0 Rigorous, collaborative in one 
unit, CMM 
XP 2002 5 
C40 P50 Pegasystems Business process 
management 
200 Traditional project 
management 
Scrum 2009 3 
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Table 8 
Case studies. 
Case Paper(s) Company Business area SW org size Initial state Agile methods Transfrom start Relevance 
C01 P01, P02 Anonymous, HQ in the UK Telecommunications 7500 XP 2005 3 
C16 P42 Ericsson R&D Finland Telecommunications 400 Traditional, silo-based Lean, Scrum 2009 2 
C19 P25 Nokia Siemens Networks Telecommunications 150 Plan-driven, waterfall Practices (XP), Scrum 2010 1 
C26 P35 Anonymous 50 Waterfall XP 2 
C41 P51 (C1) Anonymous Messaging services 100 Scrum 2008 2 
C42 P51 (C2) Anonymous Facility management 300 Prince2, Waterfall Scrum 2004 2 
Table 9 
Summaries of case study ﬁndings. 
Case Study focus Key results the study focuses on Subjective relevance Source material 
C01 The effects of agile transformation. Elements of interpretation and 
practice. 
Focus not on the transformation 
process. 
7 interviews, observed 4 meetings 
and two days an agile team, 
documents 
C16 How Lean thinking is implemented 
in software development 
companies 
The current state of practice 
reﬂected against a Lean 
framework 
The focus mostly on the current 
state instead of the 
transformation process. 
17 focus group sessions, material 
walkthrough workshop, process 
documents. Sessions involved 21 
company representatives. 
C19 Has visibility, reaction speed, 
quality, and motivation changed; 
comparing before and after 
Changes in indicators during the 
transformation 
Focus not on the transformation 
process. 
Defect data, survey responses, 
comments from feedback 
sessions after the surveys 
C26 Good and bad aspects of 
communication, during an agile 
transformation 
Brief narratives from a multitude of 
perspectives evaluating the 
transformation 
Relevant but very brief narratives 
providing some insights on the 
transformation process. 
Survey questionnaire including 
open ended questions. Further 
clariﬁcations via Skype or email. 
C41, C42 Multiple-case study on analyzing 
Scrum introduction paths. 
Brief narrative through the steps 
preparation, introduction, and 
customization. 
Quite relevant, but very brief one 
paragraph narrative. 
3-5 interviews per case. 
Table 10 
Business areas. 
Business area # of cases Case reference Primary source reference 
Online services for 
consumers and 
business 
9 C5, C8, C10, C11, C12, C14, C28, C29, C41 P6, P9, P10, P12, P13, P15, P16, P28, P33, P14, P19, P37, P38, P39, P51 
Telecommunications 8 C1, C13, C16, C17, C19, C20, C38, C39 P1, P2, P18, P22, P23, P26, P32, P25, P48, P49 
Enterprise management 5 C3, C34, C35, C40, C42 P4, P44, P45, P50, P51 
Banking 4 C7, C27, C30, C36 P8, P36, P39, P46 
Healthcare 3 C21, C23, C25 P27, P30, P34 
IT services 2 C4, C22 P5, P17, P29 
Government 1 C15 P20, P21 
Information security 1 C33 P43 
Not speciﬁed 9 C2, C6, C9, C18, C24, C26, C31, C32, C37 P3, P7, P52, P11, P24, P31, P35, P40, P41, P47 
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i  change is perceived easy enough. It is diﬃcult to attain a buy-in
for a change, and even organizations that have a ﬂexible culture
will face resistance [P10]. It should be expected that not everyone
will be willing to change, even so that some employees will never
adapt to the new way of working [P6]. During a transformation pe-
riod, objections to change may become a major reason for loss in
time and productivity [P29]. 
Numerous reasons for change resistance were reported. For in-
stance, Fecarotta [P14] described the organization of Boeing as risk-
averse and cautious. Any change was further hindered by a deeply
rooted status quo and high employee retention [P14]. In some
cases it was reported that people worried about new roles and
responsibilities that agile might bring [P44]. For instance, testers
were worried that they would need to take on cross-functional
tasks, which would be outside their area of expertise [P18]. Yet an-
other reason for change resistance was the move from individual
oﬃces to team areas [P22]. People felt that they were being moni-
tored more because of the increased level of interaction within the
team and between the various project stakeholders [P45]. 
Skepticism towards the new way of working. Skepticism and
distrust in agile development in general were other common prob-
lems. Seffernick describes how management did on the one hand
acknowledge the beneﬁts of agility, but on the other hand opposedts introduction due to contract reasons, the current matrix organi-
ation, and other organizational practices [P46]. Lewis reports that
ending to skeptical team members wasted time and effort [P29].
kepticism was often created by misconceptions, including that ag-
le does not work for complex products [P5, P36], agile needs to be
mplemented in a prescriptive by-the-book way [P9], that frequent
eetings will cause overhead [P18], and that agile equals avoiding
overnance and working without a plan [P8]. 
With skepticism we refer to any kind of reservedness towards
he new way of working. While reservedness might not be a prob-
em on its own, it is still worth to acknowledge that reservedness
s mentioned in many cases. 
Top down mandate creates resistance. The way the transfor-
ation is initiated affects how change resistance will show. In sev-
ral cases, the change initiative came from management, and when
resented in a bad way, became a mandate that people were not
eceptive for. Spayd [P49] summarizes this as: “Organizations do not
hange merely because the boss says so, at least not in the way that is
ntended”. In that organization the introduction of CMM had been
arried out consistently by a mandate, but the collaborative nature
f agile did not mix well with such a mindset. A top-down man-
ate may also dilute the understanding of the reasons for start-
ng the transformation and the understanding of agile development
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Table 11 
Challenges. 
Challenge type Primary sources Case organizations # of cases 
Change resistance 16 (38%) 
General resistance to change P14, P18, P22, P44, P45 C12, C13, C16, C34, C35 5 (12%) 
Skepticism towards the new way of working P5, P8, P9, P18, P29, P36, P46 C4, C5, C7, C13, C22, C27, S36 7 (17%) 
Top down mandate creates resistance P2, P12, P37, P49 C1, C10, C28, C39 4 (10%) 
Management unwilling to change P2, P3, P6, P49 C1, C2, C5, C39 4 (10%) 
Lack of investment 13 (31%) 
Lack of coaching P1, P6, P23, P45, P47, P49 C1, C5, C17, C35, C37, C39 6 (14%) 
Lack of training P11, P20, P45 C9, C15, C35 3 (7%) 
Too high workload P37, P42, P49 C16, C28, C39 3 (7%) 
Old commitments kept P11, P21 C9, C15 2 (5%) 
Challenges in rearranging physical spaces P6, P14, P29, P36, P38, P49 C5, C11, C22, C27, C28, C39 6 (14%) 
Agile diﬃcult to implement 20 (48%) 
Misunderstanding agile concepts P6, P26, P37, P38, P42, P44, P45, P48, P49 C5, C16, C20, C28, C34, C35, C38, C39 8 (19%) 
Lack of guidance from literature P5, P6, P10, P13, P21, P27, P30, P45, P49 C4, C5, C8, C11, C15, C21, C23, C35, C39 9 (21%) 
Agile customized poorly P9, P29, P44, P46 C5, C22, C34, C36 4 (10%) 
Reverting to the old way of working P6, P11, P12, P18, P21, P38, P44, P49 C5, C9, C10, C13, C15, C28, C34, C39 8 (19%) 
Excessive enthusiasm P4, P6, P12, P20 C3, C5, C10, C15 4 (10%) 
Coordination challenges in multi-team environment 13 (31%) 
Interfacing between teams diﬃcult P9, P10, P13, P17, P24, P26 C4, C5, C8, C11, C18, C20 6 (14%) 
Autonomous team model challenging P7, P13, P29, P51 C6, C11, C22, C41 4 (10%) 
Global distribution challenges P29, P45, P48 C22, C35, C38 3 (7%) 
Achieving technical consistency P5, P24, P26, P27, P50 C4, C18, C20, C21, C40 5 (12%) 
Different approaches emerge in a multi-team environment 9 (21%) 
Interpretation of agile differs between teams P8, P9, P38, P43, P48 C5, C7, C28, C33, C38 5 (12%) 
Using old and new approaches side by side P1, P8, P10, P26, P29 C1, C7, C8, C20, C22 5 (12%) 
Hierarchical management and organizational boundaries 14 (33%) 
Middle managers’ role in agile unclear P2, P11, P27, P30, P38, P49, P52 C1, C6, C9, C21, C23, C28, C39 7 (17%) 
Management in waterfall mode P3, P6, P35, P38, P45, P46 C2, C6, C26, C28, C35, C36 6 (14%) 
Keeping the old bureaucracy P20, P48 C15, C38 2 (5%) 
Internal silos kept P10, P11 C8, C9 2 (5%) 
Requirements engineering challenges 16 (38%) 
High-level requirements management largely missing in agile P24, P31, P39, P45, P51 C18, C24, C29, C35, C41 5 (12%) 
Requirement reﬁnement challenging P1, P17, P33, P48 C1, C4, C11, C38 4 (10%) 
Creating and estimating user stories hard P5, P11, P27, P30, P33, P37 C4, C9, C11, C21, C23, C28 6 (14%) 
Gap between long and short term planning P9, P10, P13, P26, P31, P38 C5, C8, C11, C20, C24, C28 6 (14%) 
Quality assurance challenges 6 (14%) 
Accommodating non-functional testing P17, P28, P31, P48 C4, C11, C24, C38 4 (10%) 
Lack of automated testing P10, P11, P17 C4, C8, C9 3 (7%) 
Requirements ambiguity affects QA P5, P48 C4, C38 2 (5%) 
Integrating non-development functions 18 (43%) 
Other functions unwilling to change P1, P2, P5, P9, P10, P17, P18, P28, P31, P38, P42, P45, P46, P48, P50 C1, C4, C5, C8, C11, C13, C16, C24, C28, C35, C36, C48, C40 13 (31%) 
Challenges in adjusting to incremental delivery pace P6, P9, P10, P15, P17, P28, P46, P48, P50 C4, C5, C8, C11, C36, C38, C40 7 (17%) 
Challenges in adjusting product launch activities P31, P38 C24, C28 2 (5%) 
Rewarding model not teamwork centric P3, P6, P38, P40, P42, P49 C2, C6, C16, C28, C31, C39 6 (14%) 
96 K. Dikert et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 119 (2016) 87–108 
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s  overall [P2]. O’Connor describes how team members became skep-
tical towards agile when implementing the mandated changes did
not bring any visible beneﬁts [P37]. A problem relating to a top-
down mandate is that if management does not deﬁne a clear goal
for using agile, developers may feel that the agile methods may be
replaced by something else at any time [P12]. 
Management unwilling to change. Change resistance amongst
managers can also create problems. In cases where the change was
emerging bottom-up, management became reluctant to change,
making signiﬁcant organizational change above the team level im-
possible. For instance, Atlas [P3] describes how executive sup-
port would have been required to extend the agile process to in-
volve the product management oﬃce and separate quality assur-
ance groups. In this case, when managers were not involved in the
transformation, the agile way of working could not spread beyond
the development teams [P3]. Lack of middle management sup-
port for change and a disinclination to change management cul-
ture were seen as some of the most serious problems in the trans-
formation [P2, P49]. Middle management is in a position to un-
dermine the entire transformation, and may do so if they do not
participate in, and thus understand, the agile method. Agile brings
changes to some management roles [P2], and lack of understand-
ing of agile development will leave managers feeling left out [P6]. 
4.2.2. Lack of investment 
Lack of training. Training and coaching are direct investments
in transformation and their lack is an evident problem. Not provid-
ing enough funding for these activities can create diﬃculties in the
transformation [P11]. Hajjdiab [P20] describes how reluctance of
management to invest in training caused teams to be ill prepared
for the transformation effort, eventually resulting in ending the use
of agile methods. A less dramatic outcome of too little training was
lower motivation [P45]. 
Lack of coaching. Arranging proper coaching was a problem in
many organizations. It is critical to coach teams in their real work
environment as a proper change in mindset is diﬃcult to achieve
only by attending training sessions [P9, P23]. 
In cases where numerous teams needed to be coached the de-
mand often exceeded the capacity of available coaches [P1, P6, P23,
P49]. Lack of coaching was also attributed as a reason why the suc-
cess of pilot teams could not be repeated when agile was adopted
more widely [P9, P45]. Silva and Doss [P47] described that when
it was hard to ﬁll the coaching positions, people less seasoned in
agile were appointed as coaches, which created the risk that agile
practices would not be taught correctly. 
Too high workload. Even though the case organizations were
in a state of transformation, the workload of the teams was not
always adjusted to facilitate the change process. Some organiza-
tions started their agile journey in a state where people were over-
committed, and later realized that overloaded people will not be
able to change their behavior and learn new ways of working [P37,
P42]. 
Old commitments kept. Sometimes all old commitments were
kept despite the transformation. In one case, management forced
people to remain committed to ﬁrm deadlines, even midst in the
organizational transformation [P21]. The engagement in old com-
mitments and tasks resulted in ignoring new agile practices, and
eventually the agile method broke down [P21]. One case [P11] de-
scribes how time was allocated for tending to old commitments.
However, even though they had prepared for extra work, people
with speciﬁc expertise became overloaded. 
Another case describes how senior management pressed teams
to deliver what the customer had been promised, regardless of
what the current velocity of development predicted. The pressure
to deliver interfered with the transformation, but also forced a
change in the old way of working [P49]. Rearranging physical spaces. In some cases, the old way of
orking had people seated physically distributed, in opposition to
hat agile methods suggest. Oﬃce spaces needed to be arranged
o that the entire team could work in a single room, but it took
ime and effort, and it was not always possible [P6, P14, P36, P38].
ewis and Neher describe how dedicated rooms for teams could
ot be arranged, and team events such as daily stand-ups required
ooking a conference room [P29]. In another case, the facilities or-
anization shut down the teams’ attempts to modify their working
paces [P49]. 
.2.3. Agile diﬃcult to implement 
A common challenge was that implementing agile methods
urned out to be diﬃcult. An experienced software team may do
ell in training, but when the time comes to apply agile tech-
iques in practice, the team may get lost [P21]. 
Misunderstanding agile concepts. There were many examples
f problems caused by misconceptions of what agile software de-
elopment is. On a general level, Bang [P4] describes how the val-
es of the agile manifesto were not understood, and agile practices
ere carried out without understanding their purpose. In one case,
anagement saw the purpose of agile simply being faster product
elivery [P9]. 
Examples on the team level include how agile was seen as
he freedom to hack without documentation [P26], that develop-
ent could be done without design tasks [P37], and that agile
eant that everyone should become a generalist [P42]. Schatz and
bdelshaﬁ describe how teams presented unﬁnished work at re-
iews and ignored the principle of showing only completed incre-
ents, which resulted in a backlog of bugs [P44]. In one case, team
embers had perceived the introduction of agile as a means to
queeze out more eﬃciency [P45]. In addition, the ﬂatter organiza-
ion was seen as fewer career opportunities, pushing team mem-
ers to compete for visibility [P45]. 
A further misunderstanding of agile was due to viewing it only
hrough the tools used, such as management software [P48]. Su-
erﬁcially focusing only on the tools themselves and not the rea-
ons behind their use led to frustration [P42]. 
In some cases the misunderstanding of agile led to “doing mini
aterfalls” [P6]. Managers used Scrum terminology, but had the
eams commit to unreasonable workloads [P6]. In another case, a
aterfall nature was evident as task estimates were given as hours
eft, and task breakdowns became disconnected from what was re-
lly being done [P27]. 
As a ﬁnal example of misconceptions, some organizations con-
idered agile being a solution to all problems [P9]. Success was
eclared prematurely [P49] but expectations created by successful
arly experiments were not fulﬁlled [P38]. 
Lack of guidance from literature. Several cases describe how
n agile method was hard to learn from the literature [P21, P27],
specially when it comes to implementing it on a large scale [P13].
s Beavers [P5] writes: “There simply was not a manual or document
here we could ﬁnd easy answers on how to do things”. Schnitter
nd Mackert [P45] report that theoretical considerations on how to
cale up the agile methods were not good enough, and that prod-
ct managers and architects struggled when several Scrum teams
ere working concurrently. Another case concluded that all prac-
ices suggested by XP did not ﬁt enterprise scale development, and
ome practices required customization [P49]. 
Beneﬁeld [P6] describes how it was diﬃcult to ﬁnd a balance
etween prescribing a by-the-book implementation which may put
eople off, and giving too much freedom in the agile methods,
hich may weaken core practices. 
The reality where the practices needed to be applied was de-
cribed as messy in comparison to the ideal circumstances pre-
ented in the literature [P10]. Thus, it was diﬃcult to choose a
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[ethod to start with and gain buy-in for [P10]. Diﬃculties in
hoosing an initial approach were also due to variances perceived
n the agile approaches suggested in literature [P30]. 
Agile customized poorly. Furthermore, the diﬃculty of and
isunderstandings related to agile were evident in cases where
he methods were customized poorly. As a by-the-book implemen-
ation often was not feasible, organizations attempted to tailor the
gile method to suit their speciﬁc needs. However, in some cases
his simply meant skipping practices, which led to problems. In
ne case, certain individuals were allowed to ignore core elements
f Scrum, which turned the teams’ decision making into a variant
f command and control [P9]. 
In one case [P29], there was a temptation to strip some agile
ractices and enhance others. Previous attempts had proven that
ne of the reasons for agile implementations to fail was deviations
rom the process, because of which the agile mindset did not take
oot [P29]. A poor customization may lead teams to adopt only
ractices that reﬂect their current needs, thus failing to achieve
ny real change in process and mindset [P9, P46]. 
A further case of poor customization included replacing the ag-
le vocabulary with familiar terminology from the old approach
P44]. An important beneﬁt of introducing new vocabulary is that
t stimulates new ways of thinking [P44]. 
Reverting to old way of working. In several cases, challenges
n the transformation resulted in people reverting to the old way
f working. In some cases it was only a temporary struggle while
earning agile practices, but in other cases the old way of working
isplaced agile. Development work has to go on during the trans-
ormation but there will be new things to learn for the team. Stress
aused by the combination of schedule pressure and much change
t once can pull people back to the old way of working [P11, P18,
38]. 
Even subtle trouble may put the transformation at risk, as peo-
le will always look for reasons to revert to familiar behavior
P44]. Teams without adequate training were struggling with ap-
lying agile practices correctly, and the challenge the new prac-
ices posed made people abandon them and return to the ways
hey know [P6, P49]. 
In some cases agile was seen as an overhead, and was there-
ore abandoned. For instance, as new practices were being intro-
uced there was a decrease in performance, and when teams real-
zed that the beneﬁts are not immediate, they started reverting to
he old way of working [P21]. 
Evans [P12] describes that new senior appointments made
anagement less favorable towards agile, and a waterfall develop-
ent method started to return. 
Excessive enthusiasm. A phenomena that troubled some or-
anizations was over-enthusiasm towards agile methods. Several
ases contained reports of change leaders or teams becoming agile
ealots. For instance, some members of the agile community could
ecome too evangelic, making people take sides for or against agile
evelopment [P12]. Also, while starting out with an overly eager
ttitude, team members’ interest faded, and they reverted to old
ays of working when the new approach did not deliver immedi-
te beneﬁts [P20]. 
Attempting to implement agile too strictly may cause conﬂicts,
nd especially when implementing large-scale agile, the change
eaders need to maintain a collaborative attitude towards vari-
us groups in the surrounding organization [P6]. Introducing ag-
le methods does not guarantee success, and therefore they should
ot be followed blindly [P4]. 
.2.4. Coordination challenges in multi-team environments 
Interfacing between teams diﬃcult. One of the most promi-
ent transformation challenges was the diﬃculty in coordinating
he work of several agile teams. Challenges arose when teams needed to work with other teams,
nd as parts of the larger surrounding organization [P13, P17, P24].
hile introducing agile had created ﬂexibility at the team level,
he surrounding organization was not responsive enough [P26].
he roll-out of agile had not removed dependencies, and the de-
endencies made managing development diﬃcult [P9, P10]. 
Autonomous team model challenging. Some organizations ini-
ially created models in which teams operate autonomously — well
n line with agile principles. However, a number of issues arose
rom this independence. For instance, teams needed to strike a bal-
nce between the their own goals and the broader goals of the
rganization, but often chose to focus only on their own goals
P7]. Coordination was obstructed by independent teams that did
ot respect the larger context [P13]. Coordination was also diﬃcult
hen teams were working independently for different customers,
ut the applications being built were interdependent [P29]. One
ase reported that even allowing teams to have different Sprint du-
ations created delays in delivery [P51]. 
Global distribution challenges. Further coordination problems
ere encountered when scaling up agile over many geographically
istributed sites. Distribution had negative effects, such as miss-
ng kick-off meetings, reduced feelings of proximity when telecom-
unication is necessary, and diﬃculty in arranging frequent meet-
ngs due to time zone differences [P45]. Agile project management
as also problematic. In a waterfall way of working, separate parts
f projects could be isolated to different sites, but the agile way
f working does not allow such strict slicing of projects [P29]. In
ne case, it was simply admitted that a distributed organization
ill impose additional burden on communication and require ad-
itional care in the process, but distribution and agile would still
e used together [P48]. 
Achieving technical consistency. Technical problems relating
o inter-team coordination were reported as well. Integrating the
roducts of teams was problematic in some cases [P5, P50], and
he lack of standardized build scripts in one case [P27]. There were
lso problems in synchronizing the deﬁnitions of software inter-
aces between teams, and dependencies in code caused problems
n larger features [P26]. One case reported that the strong focus
n individual teams in the agile way of working created a fragile
rchitecture, divergence in coding style, and even distrust between
eams [P24]. 
One case describes the progression of coordination problems.
irst, an attempt was made to reduce cross-team dependencies, but
t became evident that the dependencies were an inherent part of
he project. A traditional approach to managing dependencies cre-
ted excess work, reduced independence and ﬂexibility of teams,
nd created contract-based and adversarial relationships. Coordi-
ating using Scrum-of-Scrums worked for up to ﬁve teams, but did
ot scale to a global level, as teams were focused on their own
ork and the new practices narrowed communication channels
nd created communication breakdowns. It was concluded that a
alance is needed between completing new stories from the team
acklog and maintaining overall stability of the application. [P34] 
.2.5. Different approaches emerge in a multi-team environment 
Interpretation of agile differs between teams. When many
eams implement agile without consistent guidance, friction and
ragmentation may emerge [P9]. The organization may require
oving people between teams from time to time, and therefore
t is desirable that the agile cultures of different teams are not too
ifferent. Divergence in process creates increased costs when relo-
ating people [P38]. Further, forecasting and benchmarking teams
ecome diﬃcult [P38, P48]. To overcome problems with diver-
ence in agile approaches some organizations deﬁned standards
P8, P43]. 
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ﬁUsing old and new methods side by side. In most cases, the
organizational transformation proceeded gradually, and during the
process it was possible that the new agile method was used in par-
allel with the old methods. Using the old and new methods side by
side was generally seen as problematic [P1, P26], causing tensions
on all organizational levels [P10]. Ongoing projects had been set
up with old development methods, and the agile methods needed
to be arranged to ﬁt in with them [P8, P29]. A particular prob-
lem in collaboration between waterfall and agile projects was that
in agile, the software design was ﬂeshed out over time as sprints
progressed, but the waterfall method required a detailed design to
be frozen upfront [P29]. 
4.2.6. Hierarchical management and organizational boundaries 
Middle managers’ new role in agile unclear. The need for ad-
ditional management positions in a larger organization may pose
problems to agile processes that emphasize self-organization. Es-
pecially the role of middle management was unclear in agile meth-
ods [P2]. This is problematic, as an agile transformation requires a
cultural change particularly on the middle management level [P2].
Managers were reported to need to resist the tendency to com-
mand and control and allow room for self-organization, but the
change in mindset was diﬃcult to achieve for the people involved
[P11, P52]. One case [P30] describes how the project management
group had previously worked through big up front plans and com-
peted for resources, but those ways would need to dramatically
change. 
Several other problems related to management roles were also
presented. For instance, [P49] describes how managers were left
outside the roles offered by the new agile way of working. In an-
other case, when managers were appointed as Scrum masters, de-
velopers felt being micromanaged [P27]. This was partially because
of a poor understanding of the agile method [P27]. It was also de-
scribed how mixing the role of project manager and Scrum master
created a conﬂict of interest, and turned the Scrum manager’s role
into one of policing instead of supporting the team [P30]. In some
cases, problems with manager positions were solved by phasing
out roles relating to the old way of working, and replacing them
with new positions more suitable for agile development [P38, P52].
Management in waterfall mode. Even after adopting agile,
there were cases where management continued to work according
to the old waterfall model. One case [P38] described management
as “focused on meetings and big up-front project plans”, despite hav-
ing adopted agile. In another case, management was losing conﬁ-
dence in agile because reports on costs and progress were not pro-
duced in the same format as before [P35]. As Scrum teams did not
commit to ﬁxed schedules, they were considered unreliable [P45]. 
Some cases reported that development effort s were still con-
trolled on the top level by a project management oﬃce (PMO). The
PMO was described as entrenched in a waterfall paradigm, and the
top-level rigidity was causing friction in the agile adoption [P3, P6].
The PMO was seen as a hub and bottleneck controlling all aspects
of projects, and its central structure had to be dismantled for the
organization to become agile [P46]. 
Keeping the old bureaucracy. There were also problems with
duplicating bureaucracy when two different ways of working were
in effect. For instance, agile teams were required to comply with
current procedures producing excess documentation and stepping
through approval gates [P20, P21]. The bureaucracy of the previ-
ous traditional model was still enforced, and management was not
willing to lighten the process. Another case describes that after in-
troducing the agile method teams were required to ﬁll in templates
of two processes [P48]. 
Internal silos kept. In some cases, the initial organization had
internal boundaries, or specialized knowledge in silos, causing
problems in the agile implementation. Cloke [P10] describes howhe use of Scrum revealed an internal segmentation where teams
perated with differing priorities and agendas. This hampered the
nitial effort to use Scrum in a larger context [P10]. Cowan [P11]
escribes how projects needed specialized skills that were scarce
nd people were often relocated to match the needs of the mo-
ent. Too much reorganization made it diﬃcult for teams to plan
head [P11]. 
.2.7. Requirements engineering challenges 
High-level requirements management largely missing in ag-
le. While some agile methods, e.g. DSDM, have a quite struc-
ured approach to requirements, e.g. Scrum which was the most
idely adopted one does not, nor does, e.g. XP, another widely
sed approach. Large development projects demand high-level re-
uirements management. This is apparent in cases where prod-
ct complexity requires additional layers of product management
P45], requirements are created by several stakeholder groups and
evelopment teams cannot be in contact with all of them [P39], or
o not have access to stakeholders due to distribution [P24]. 
Requirement reﬁnement challenging. In some cases, require-
ents were initially deﬁned at a high level in marketing require-
ents documents [P1, P31] or functional speciﬁcations [P33]. These
igh level requirements needed to be elaborated to be useful by
gile development teams. The requirements reﬁnement in itself
P1, P33], when to do it, and to which level of detail [P17] were
ll reported as challenges. 
Creating and estimating user stories hard. Product managers
nd business analysts struggled with creating high level require-
ents [P33, P37, P51], and teams struggled breaking them down
o a size that is possible to do effort estimation on [P33]. One
tudy [P48] describes how high level product management deliv-
red requirements in large chunks, resulting in development teams
pending huge amounts of time deﬁning suitably sized stories. 
Several cases highlighted that much learning was needed to
aster the new process of creating user stories, both on product
anagement and development levels [P27, P30, P33, P37]. There
ere problems such as ambiguity in requirements [P5, P11], and
ffort estimation for stories [P27, P37]. 
Gap between long and short term planning. High level re-
uirements work and estimation was problematic as there was a
ap between short and long term planning [P9, P10]. Typical agile
acklogs give only short-term visibility, creating a need for addi-
ional practices for long-term planning [P26, P31]. 
Several cases described that care had to be taken to avoid long
erm planning becoming a prescriptive practice. In order to pre-
erve the agility of development, a schedule-driven approach was
voided [P10], sensitivity was used when considering setting mile-
tones [P13], and striving for more accurate estimates was not al-
owed to become an excuse for gathering requirements up front
P38]. 
.2.8. Quality assurance challenges 
Similarly to requirements engineering, the agile approach may
eed to be extended to accommodate additional testing activities
P31]. Organizations may have existing separate QA teams that
ust be coordinated to work with development teams [P17, P30,
48]. 
Accommodating non-functional testing. Full quality assurance
f a system might require special testing such as performance,
oad, and memory testing, but agile methods lack a focus on them
P17]. These testing activities can not be done within the bound-
ries of user stories, and require more resources than teams can
pare [P31]. When testing tasks overlap team boundaries, it is sen-
ible to have separate teams for the tasks, but coordination be-
ween specialized QA teams and development teams must be de-
ned [P28, P48]. 
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t  Lack of automated testing. Several cases reported problems
ith lack of automated testing. The lack of automated tests caused
xcess testing work and late discovery of defects [P10, P11, P17]. 
Requirements ambiguity affects QA. Another challenge in QA
as the relationship to requirements engineering. The QA func-
ions were struggling if there were problems such as ambiguity or
neffective breakdown of large requirements [P48]. In the water-
all way of working, an extended time was reserved for QA at the
nd of projects, which allowed retroactively resolving ambiguities
n requirements [P5]. However, ambiguity became an impediment
o QA when development worked in short increments and there
as no extended period for stabilization [P5]. 
.2.9. Integrating non-development functions in the transformation 
Several cases described how introducing agile started from the
evelopment teams [P2, P17, P31, P38]. However, development op-
rates in a larger context and needs to interface with other orga-
izational functions, causing challenges. 
Other functions unwilling to change. Challenges were faced
hen exposing other parts of the organization to the agile way of
orking, as functions distanced from development were resistant
o change [P2, P18, P31]. Tension grew between development and
ther roles in the organization [P1]. The full beneﬁts of the trans-
ormation could not be attained unless the entire organization was
et to work along the same paradigm [P18, P42]. 
Our primary sources listed various functions beyond develop-
ent that interface with development and are affected by the agile
ransformation. Marketing was particularly frequently mentioned
P5, P17, P28, P31, P38, P45, P48]. Other groups included sales [P17,
31], infrastructure and operations [P10, P45, P46, P50], user expe-
ience and design [P9, P10, P28], documentation [P28], legal [P10],
ecurity [P10], customer services [P48], and ﬁnance [P48]. 
Challenges in adjusting to incremental delivery pace. The it-
rative nature and the fact that agile affects timings in the soft-
are delivery life cycle, often caused problems in the interface be-
ween development and other functions. 
Iterativity changed the pace of delivery [P17], and forced design
o focus on a shorter scope [P15]. Various groups feeding and sup-
orting development had earlier committed once to a long term
lan, but in the new arrangement they needed to adjust to incre-
ental deliveries at a faster pace [P48]. 
Especially user experience (UX) and interaction designers did
ot welcome an incremental model [P6], and were struggling with
aintaining the big picture in design while working in iterations
P9, P10]. The infrastructure and operations teams fell behind due
o the increased speed of development teams, and were forced to
pdate their way of working [P46, P50]. 
Federoff and Courage [P15] elaborate on the user experience
eam’s problems with the short time horizons of Scrum. Previously,
he UX team had supplied development with designs within a
ong release cycle, but Scrum required completing features within
eeks. The problem was that the UX work required a holistic view
nstead of an incremental one, and the design process did not ﬁt
ell into the time frame of a sprint. The UX team was overloaded
nd discontent, but the situation was ﬁxed by reﬁning the sched-
le for interactions with the development teams. [P15, P28] 
Challenges in adjusting product launch activities. A second
ype of timing problem was that certain release activities in-
vitably have long lead times, and required the commitment to a
et of functionality early on. Agile’s emphasis on short time hori-
ons and ﬂexibility in prioritization did not mix well with such
ctivities. For instance, preparing printed marketing material and
ress releases requires information to accurately present the up-
oming features of the product [P38]. 
One case describes that marketing needed three months for
reparing the product launch, but the agile process allowed de-elopment to keep changing the content of the product. As a re-
ult, marketing struggled, creating material and campaigns with-
ut knowing the exact product features. Further, the processes of
cquiring export clearances and licensing authority required that
he feature set of the product was known well in advance. Devel-
pment felt that these requests slowed them down [P31]. 
Rewarding model not teamwork centric. In several cases, hu-
an resources (HR) was mentioned as working against the agile
doption. In order to gain the full beneﬁts of going agile, the entire
rganization should to be aligned, including HR [P38, P42, P49]. Es-
ecially the rewarding practices set by HR were seen as problem-
tic, as rewards were tied to personal performance, acting against
he team-centric thinking and the agile approach in general [P3,
6, P49]. One case even reported a practice of tracing failures down
o individuals [P40]. 
.3. Success factors in transformation 
In this section answer our second research question RQ2: What
uccess factors have been reported for large-scale agile transforma-
ions? We organized the 29 success factors, each identiﬁed in sev-
ral primary studies, into eleven categories, which are elaborated
n this section and summarized in Table 12 . 
.3.1. Management support 
Ensure management support. Numerous cases made it clear
hat management support is an absolute necessity [P8, P18, P27,
31, P33, P36, P43, P47, P49]. This was reﬂected in statements such
s “Adopting agile, or implementing any signiﬁcant change, requires
n executives sincere support.” [P44], “Executive commitment was
rucial to implementing massive change.” [P16], and “Having upper
anagement engaged, supportive and visible is critical for wholesale
rganization involvement with Scrum.” [P11]. 
Managers were seen to be in a key role in making the change
tick, as they had the authority and power to remove impedi-
ents [P18]. Seffernick [P46] describes how a number of people at-
empted to explain away the applicability of agile methods, but the
bjections were overruled by the director’s commitment to make
gile work. Management support was similarly needed when tight
elease schedules had to be ﬂexed in order to give room for the
doption process [P16, P27]. Favorable management decisions were
lso critical when additional resources were allocated to training
nd coaching [P47]. 
Make management support visible. Visible involvement of
anagement was reported to motivate and encourage employees
o adopt the new way of working [P40]. For instance, the CTO or-
anized training sessions personally [P24], and the engineering VP
requently visited sprint demos [P11]. When the corporate level
upport for the agile initiative was showing teams adopted agile
ethods even spontaneously [P9]. 
Educate management on agile. In order to gain support for
gile several cases highlighted the need to educate management
P8, P47]. Proper education ensured that managers would not en-
er a command and control mode, which would harm the agile im-
lementation [P46]. Managers not understanding the principles of
gile felt left out with the introduction of self-organizing teams,
hich sometimes resulted in backlashes [P6]. Providing proper
raining corrected the situation, and even created strong agile sup-
orters in management [P6, P9]. Training cleared misconceptions
P29], and helped create a consistent implementation of the agile
pproach across the organization [P11]. 
.3.2. Commitment to change 
Communicate that change is non-negotiable. Feedback from
he personnel should certainly be listened to, but in the end it
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Table 12 
Success factors for large-scale agile transformations. 
Success factors Primary sources Case organizations # of cases 
Management support 16 (38%) 
Ensure management support P8, P11, P16, P18, P27, P31, P33, P36, P43, P44, P46, P47, P49 C7, C9, C11, C13, C21, C24, C27, C33, C34, C36, C37, C39 12 (29%) 
Make management support visible P9, P11, P24, P40 C5, C9, C18, C31 4 (12%) 
Educate management on agile P6, P8, P9, P11, P29, P46, P47 C5, C7, C9, C22, C36, C37 6 (14) 
Commitment to change 7 (17%) 
Communicate that change is non-negotiable P11, P22, P48, P49 C9, C16, C38, C39 4 (10%) 
Show strong commitment P8, P10, P11, P43 C7, C8, C9, C33 4 (10%) 
Leadership 7 (17%) 
Recognize the importance of change leaders P3, P4, P11, P16, P18, P31, P33, P42 C2, C3, C9, C11, C13, C16, C24 7 (17%) 
Engage change leaders without baggage of the past P11, P16 C9, C11 2 (5%) 
Choosing and customizing the agile approach 20 (48%) 
Customize the agile approach carefully P8, P10, P11, P29, P31, P40, P41, P43, P45, P49, P51 C7, C8, C9, C22, C24, C31, C32, C33, C35, C39, C41 11 (26%) 
Conform to a single approach P8, P11, P12, P16, P32, P43 C7, C9, C10, C11, C17, C33 6 (14%) 
Map to old way of working to ease adaptation P3, P14, P16, P29, P44, P48 C2, C11, C12, C22, C34, C38 6 (14%) 
Keep it simple P5, P10, P16, P40 C4, C8, C11, C30 4 (10%) 
Piloting 14 (33%) 
Start with a pilot to gain acceptance P3, P9, P14, P17, P31, P36, P38, P39, P47 C2, C4, C5, C12, C24, C27, C28, C29, C37 9 (21%) 
Gather insights from a pilot P8, P22, P27, P40, P45 C7, C16, C21, C31, C35 5 (12%) 
Training and coaching 15 (36%) 
Provide training on agile methods P3, P6, P14, P16, P30, P37, P46 C2, C5, C11, C12, C23, C28, C36 7 (17%) 
Coach teams as they learn by doing P3, P6, P8, P9, P16, P17, P18, P29, P30, P33, P42, P44, P47, P48 C2, C4, C5, C7, C11, C13, C16, C22, C23, C34, C37, C38 12 (29%) 
Engaging people 9 (12%) 
Start with agile supporters P6, P29, P34 C5, C22, C25 3 (7%) 
Include persons with previous agile experience P6, P10, P37 C5, C8, C28 3 (7%) 
Engage everyone in the organization P4, P6, P16, P22, P31 C3, C5, C11, C16, C24 5 (12%) 
Communication and transparency 7 (17%) 
Communicate the change intensively P16, P22, P33, P40, P41, P43, P48 C11, C16, C31, C33, C38 5 (12%) 
Make the change transparent P6, P11, P16, P42, P43 C5, C9, C11, C16, C33 5 (12%) 
Create and communicate positive experiences in the beginning P6, P32, P29, P40, P42, P46 C5, C16, C17, C22, C31, C36 6 (14%) 
Mindset and Alignment 17 (40%) 
Concentrate on agile values P1, P16, P42, P46, P48 C1, C11, C16, C36, C38 5 (12%) 
Arrange social events P11, P23, P27, P32, P40, P41 C9, C17, C21, C31, C32 5 (12%) 
Cherish agile communities P3, P12, P41, P42, P47 C2, C10, C16, C32, C37 5 (12%) 
Align the organization P8, P18, P31, P42, P43, P46 C7, C13, C16, C24, C33, C36 6 (14%) 
Team autonomy 10 (24%) 
Allow teams to self-organize P5, P16, P18, P27, P30, P34, P41, P45 C4, C11, C13, C21, C23, C25, C32, C35 8 (19%) 
Allow grass roots level empowerment P3, P6, P41 C2, C5, C32 3 (7%) 
Requirements management 10 (24%) 
Recognize the importance of the Product Owner role P12, P14, P16, P24, P30, P33, P39, P46 C10, C11, C12, C18, C23, C30, C36 7 (17%) 
Invest in learning to reﬁne the requirements P5, P11, P17, P33, P48 C4, C9, C11, C38 4 (10%) 
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m  ust be made clear that the old way of working can not be re-
urned to [P22, P49]. 
For a case where the organization was changed all at once it
as reported that the magnitude of change helped to create an
mpression that the change was non-negotiable [P11]. Firstly, as it
as evident that a large change was to happen people felt en-
ouragement and permission to move on from the old way, and
econdly, the urgency eliminated wasteful discussions on whether
crum was a good method or not [P11]. 
When the organization culture is ingrown, the change vision
ust constantly be reminded of, and each step towards the new
ay of working considered as a victory [P48]. 
Transformation can be facilitated by setting up mechanisms
hat force change. Spayd [P49] describes that senior management
ushed hard on a mandate to have deliveries every 90 days. The
andate made change necessary, and while the strong pressure
id not promote agile practices in every case, the drive for change
as perceived good in general [P49]. 
Show strong commitment. A large change will inevitably re-
uire strong commitment, but problems in the transformation can
ut the commitment to test. The agile approach is introduced be-
ause of problems in the old way of working, and therefore there
ill be organizational issues uncovered during the transformation
P10]. People must not be demoralized when facing challenges, and
he determination to change must be maintained [P8, P10]. Prob-
ems might not be due to the agile approach — in some cases it
an expose existing problems in the organization [P10]. 
Ryan and Scudiere [P43] describe that management commit-
ent was showing as a strong focus on certain agile practices that
ad been chosen as non-negotiable, and constant assessment that
he practices work. The expectations were clearly communicated
o the teams, and constant assessment made it clear that change
as desired [P43]. A strong commitment from management as-
ures teams that the change is the right thing to do [P11]. 
.3.3. Leadership 
Recognize the importance of change leaders. Transforming
he way of working of a large group requires coordination and
eadership [P31, P42]. In addition to the leadership provided by
oaches, speciﬁc change leaders were mentioned. Cases indicated
he importance of having spokespersons for the change [P3, P4,
31]. Cowan [P11] describes how one person was strongly driv-
ng the transformation, and made an indisputable contribution for
ransforming the organization. Maples [P31] describes how the
hange and agile adoption was guided by one “counselor” [P31].
ther cases described that the change was led by a competent
oll-out team, which had representatives from all parts of the or-
anization [P16, P33]. Finally, the responsibility of line and project
anagers to act as change leaders was highlighted [P18]. 
Engage change leaders without baggage of the past. A few
ases discussed the beneﬁt of having change leaders without bag-
age from the past. Cowan [P11] describes how the newly hired di-
ector was able to circumvent territorial battles that existed from
efore, and therefore focus fully on getting the agile approach im-
lemented. In another case, external coaches were described to
etter spot places for correction in the agile approach, and their
dvice was received better because they were considered impartial
hen being external to the organization [P16]. 
.3.4. Choosing and customizing the agile approach 
Customize the agile approach carefully. Customizing the agile
pproach and practices was often seen as a necessary step in the
gile implementation. As each organization will have its own chal-
enges in adopting agile, it should be carefully considered which
rganization speciﬁc areas to focus on when choosing the agileractices to implement [P8, P43]. Lewis and Nehrer [P29] recom-
ended choosing the agile approach according to the current cor-
orate model in order to avoid interference. 
Cases reported that customization was part of a successful agile
mplementation. For instance, teams were let to customize their
ractices individually, to ﬁt the needs of each team [P41]. Spayd
P49] writes that teams who modiﬁed agile practices to ﬁt the
arge and distributed environment ended up doing better than
eams that did not. 
To allow teams to become innovative and perform well, the ag-
le approach should be customized in a pragmatic way instead of
ollowing a strict textbook interpretation [P10]. In order to draw
he most out of agile, teams should innovate and ﬁnd their own
ractices that really work for their case [P40, P41]. 
Especially in a larger organization it is not feasible to use the
ame process for all projects [P49]. An individual application of
he agile process is needed for different types of development,
epending on, e.g., the type of software being developed or the
roject size [P45]. Applying agile at scale will require to deviate
rom some of the typical recommendations [P31]. However, it is
ssential to remember the agile principles when doing customiza-
ions, and watch out for customization that would contradict the
rinciples [P31]. 
The customization of the agile approach was also seen as an
volutionary process. Cowan [P11] described that in the big bang
ransformation it was useful to selectively compromise some parts
f the agile implementation, so that the core practices were ﬁrmly
et in place. The agile transformation is a constantly ongoing pro-
ess, and it is recommended to regularly challenge teams to reﬁne
he agile implementation to reﬂect the current needs of the orga-
ization [P41, P43]. 
Conform to a single approach. Studies reported that confor-
ity to a single approach should be considered when implement-
ng agile. A consistent common vocabulary was seen to beneﬁt the
rganization and support the change [P8, P16, P43]. Other ben-
ﬁts of using a single approach were the possibility to compare
ork between teams, easier relocation of people, and predictable
rogress for the stakeholders [P43]. Consistency and common un-
erstanding was created in meetings with peers in the same job
iscipline, in public events, and by peer coaching [P11, P12, P32]. 
Map to old way of working to ease adaptation. Mapping the
gile approach to the old way of working was seen as necessary
n a few cases. Although a general mapping to the old way of may
ot be good [P44, P46], some cases needed to preserve high-level
anagement practices [P14, P29, P48]. By allowing management to
emain unchanged it was possible to introduce agile step-wise on
he team level, which helped in getting management buy-in for the
rocess [P14, P29, P48]. 
In one case, Scrum was considered as a wrapper for existing
ractices, and could therefore easily ﬁt in the organization [P44].
he agile methodology was considered complementing the exist-
ng culture, which eased management buy-in for the new method
P44]. 
A few organizations had structures in place that were similar
o agile, making the transformation easier. For instance, a previ-
us organizational model based on small and autonomous teams
trongly aided the adoption [P3]. Another case described the origi-
al on-demand delivery model a natural ﬁt for agile, and the trans-
ormation was presented as a return to core values instead of a
emodeling [P16]. 
Keep it simple. One piece of advice given by a few cases was
o keep the organization and process simple [P10, P16]. Beavers
P5] describes that attempting to operate in a complex and global
etting complicated even simple agile practices. The organizational
hart was simpliﬁed, which was welcomed by both employees and
anagers [P5]. Rather than focusing on details in process, commu-
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anication practices, and tools the focus should be on engaging the
people in the teams, and forming the process based on what can
be seen to work in practice [P40]. 
4.3.5. Piloting 
Start with a pilot to gain acceptance. Having a pilot project
was reported as a signiﬁcant success factor in several cases [P3,
P9, P38]. The pilot project helped create conﬁdence that the ag-
ile way of working would be suitable for the organization and the
general acceptance of agile was increased [P3, P17]. The pilot also
cleared disbeliefs of the suitability of large-scale agile, and created
acceptance both in development and management [P9, P31, P36]. 
Pilots were especially important for gaining management ac-
ceptance. Cases reported that management gave approval for agile
methods only after seeing successful pilots [P14, P47]. Prokhorenko
[P39] describes that seeing the example of successful pilots will
make managers from other departments eager to try the new
method, and thus help to spread its use. 
Gather insights from a pilot. A beneﬁt in piloting was that it
provided knowledge on how to ﬁt the agile method to the partic-
ular organization. A pilot project enabled the organization to get
feedback on how teams and managers are best introduced to the
new methods [P8, P22]. Organizations met challenges in the pi-
lot projects. However, the pilot projects served as valuable learning
experiments providing insights on how to mitigate problems when
the rest of the organization is transforming [P27, P40, P45]. 
4.3.6. Training and coaching 
Provide training on agile methods. Several studies stated that
training improved the chances of succeeding in the transformation
[P3, P16, P30]. It was even highlighted that the change would have
failed without training [P14], as Beneﬁeld [P6] claimed: “we saw
again and again how training could make the difference between suc-
cess and failure for a team”. Training also helped people to become
more positively inclined towards the new way of working [P16,
P37], and at best training made people enthusiastic to change [P3,
P46]. 
Coach teams as they learn by doing. Agile methods avoid pre-
scribing exact ways of working, and rather emphasize a mindset of
adapting to the situation. It is diﬃcult to explain by theory how
such a mindset should be applied, and the agile practices are best
learned by doing. Coaching teams while they apply the agile meth-
ods in practice was seen as an important factor in change [P3, P16,
P17, P30, P47]. A few cases stated even that coaching was essen-
tial for success in transformation [P8, P18, P29, P33]. Also, without
coaching, teams can do damage to the agile transformation if tech-
niques are applied improperly [P9]. 
There were a number of statements on the beneﬁts of coaching.
A coach can watch for and correct problems when they arise [P16,
P42]. Coaches helped draw attention away from a focus on tools
towards understanding the principles of agile [P42, P48]. There
were also beneﬁts in using both internal and external coaches. Ex-
ternal coaches were able to have an objective view of the organi-
zation [P16, P44], whereas internal coaches were more accessible
and knew the speciﬁcs of the organization [P3, P6]. 
4.3.7. Engaging people 
Start with agile supporters. Choosing people with a disposition
towards agile methods was seen as a requirement for the change
to take the right track. Teams are staffed usually based on techni-
cal competencies, but also considering personality aspects was em-
phasized for agile teams [P29, P34]. The personality of people was
seen as a key aspect for achieving change [P6]. There is a need for
collaborative and understanding persons who are prepared to dis-
card preconceptions and willing to try new untested approaches
[P6, P29]. Include persons with previous agile experience. A few cases
entioned the importance people with previous agile experience
ad at the start of the transformation [P6]. For instance, it helped
he product management oﬃce to implement agile over the entire
nterprise when the staﬃng was updated to include people with
gile experience [P10]. Staﬃng teams partially with developers fa-
iliar with agile helped the rest of the team get a good hold of
gile development [P37]. 
Engage everyone. Many cases highlighted the importance of
ngaging people broadly in the organization. One of the lessons
earned presented was that it is important to involve all stakehold-
rs to gain acceptance of the transformation [P4, P31]. The transi-
ion team made an effort to engage people by both inviting them
o give feedback online and by holding an extensive number of
eedback meetings [P6, P16, P22]. Being inclusive towards every-
ne was seen as one of the key success factors in the transforma-
ion [P16]. Inclusiveness will encourage people to participate and
isibly work in the new agile way [P16]. 
.3.8. Communication and transparency 
Communicate the change intensively. Intensive communica-
ion was emphasized in a number of studies. It is important to
each as many people throughout the organization as possible, as
ithout communication the new way of working will not take root
P16, P43]. It was recommended that working in the new agile
ay is made highly visible on many communication channels and
ven over-communicated [P16, P33, P41]. Mencke [P33] summa-
izes the viewpoint on over-communication: “Even if you think that
our teams understand a new method or process, repeat your com-
unication to be sure.” Workshops, coaching sessions, online dis-
ussions, and newsletters are examples on different communica-
ion formats used [P41]. Another approach in communicating the
hange was that managers explained and encouraged change in an
xtensive series of one-on-one discussions [P22]. 
Some studies emphasized communicating the goals of the
ransformation. Having a clear message of expectations helped re-
ove confusion and make people understand the purpose of the
ransformation [P43, P48]. The motivation to change can be in-
reased by having a simple proposal on how to reach the desired
utcomes [P40]. McDowell and Dourambeis [P32] describe how the
rganization launched a series of communication events especially
esigned to emphasize the reasons behind the agile practices. 
Make the change transparent. Enabling transparency during
he transformation was reported as important, and even high-
ighted as a critical factor for success [P11, P16]. Fry and Greene
P16] underline the importance of transparency and sharing of in-
ormation: “This bias to sharing information with everyone was crit-
cal in our ability to adapt on a daily basis to ensure our success.”
ransparency was achieved by showing both successes and chal-
enges [P6], actively reaching out for feedback [P6], using project
anagement tools to display project status publicly [P11], by rear-
anging physical spaces [P42], and by holding the meetings of the
oll-out team in public [P16]. By sharing experiences and status of
he transformation the organization was aligned and everyone was
oving in the same direction [P42, P43]. 
Create and communicate positive experiences in the be-
inning. Several cases highlighted that the agile transformation
pread effectively through positive word-of-mouth [P6, P40]. The
ove towards agile is assisted by making any beneﬁts publicly vis-
ble and celebrating even the small victories [P40, P42]. When good
esults were shown by a team it created interest in others, and en-
husiasm to try the new way of working would spread [P39, P46].
ome companies used agile and waterfall methods side by side.
his setting made comparison possible, bringing up the beneﬁts of
gile [P19, P36]. 
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T  Although a recipe to fabricate positive experiences can not be
iven, many cases described how they had succeeded. Beneﬁeld
P6] describes how a survey was done to objectively measure sat-
sfaction in agile, and the positive results helped teams make the
ecision to change their way of working. Further, management re-
uested proof on better performance as a response to requests to
ncrease coaching and training budget. After conducting inquiries,
he coaching team was able to present an estimate of a 30% in-
rease in performance, which made management highly convinced
P6]. 
.3.9. Mindset and alignment 
Concentrate on agile values. In a number of studies it was
escribed that the principles of agile should be emphasized over
ractices and simple mechanics [P46, P48]. When people under-
tand the agile values they will also understand why the change is
eing done and feel motivated [P1, P16, P42]. 
Some cases described that inexperienced coaches and Scrum
asters made mistakes in focusing too much on the implemen-
ation of practices [P23, P30]. 
Arrange social events. Social events were reported to beneﬁt
he transformation by helping to build an agile mindset. A few
ases even described the transformation being driven by a series
f events where people received information and had the possibil-
ty to participate in shaping the new way of working [P32, P41].
ne case described how the corporate agile awareness and teach-
ng event was designed to be fun and engaging, which made peo-
le more enthusiastic in applying the agile practices [P32]. 
Various social activities were presented as valuable tools for im-
roving bonding within teams [P11, P27, P40]. The importance of
reating personal bonding was also highlighted for change leading
ntities such as management and coaching teams [P11, P23]. 
Cherish agile communities. The formation and inﬂuence of
gile communities was reported to have a signiﬁcant impact on
ransformation. The emergence of an agile community was re-
orted as a success factor in the transformation [P3]. A community
as also seen as indispensable as it has power to overcome imped-
ments that would be too large for individuals to affect [P47]. The
gile communities raised awareness of agile methods in the orga-
ization [P41, P42, P47], and spawned eager followers who spread
he word even further [P12]. 
Align the organization. A factor in achieving change was creat-
ng alignment towards the common goal of introducing new devel-
pment methods. It was seen as an important factor that all levels
n the organization speak the same language and accept the change
P18, P31]. Alignment was built by promoting success stories and
athering lists of problems to tackle [P42, P46]. In one case, a
omplete alignment between teams and within management was
onsidered as necessary in order to use agile in a large context
P43]. Another case highlighted creating and applying a structured
oll-out process to uniformly introduce agile to a large number of
eams [P8]. 
.3.10. Team autonomy 
Allow teams to self-organize. The agile principle of giving
eams the power to decide over themselves was seen as an impor-
ant factor in advancing the transformation. In some cases, man-
gement initially attempted to prescribe how the new practices
hould be implemented [P5, P18, P41]. However, it was learned
hat only when full control was given to teams the agile meth-
ds could be properly established [P5, P16, P41]. Allowing self-
rganization creates commitment to the change and motivation to
ontinued use [P16, P18]. It allows teams to take ownership of the
evelopment process and voluntarily improve it even further [P41].
The acceptance of agile methods was easy when teams gained
he authority to decide on development speed and quality [P45].avoring empowerment over prescribing the new practices was
lso reported to improve performance [P27]. Giving teams the
uthority to decide over work items increased productivity and
orale [P30, P34]. 
Roche and Vasquez-McCall [P41] describe how prescribing the
gile methods to use led only so-far in the transformation. The
ffectiveness of teaching and communicating the transformation
tarted to decline. To enable the transformation to proceed further,
n organization-wide challenge was created where teams would
ndependently develop and showcase the best agile practices. As
 result the ownership of the methods was transferred to teams,
nd the new way of working gained a secure foothold [P41]. 
Allow grass roots level empowerment. An interesting success
actor was the absence of a top-down mandate. Atlas [P3] describes
hat the use of Scrum was spreading because teams were both al-
owed to use and enabled to learn the method. The transforma-
ion itself was agile when people felt empowerment in making
he decision to adopt. The incentive to change was created when
eams learned about agile methods, and perceived that a change
ould be beneﬁcial [P3]. The absence of mandate granted gen-
ine support for the new way of working on the grass roots level,
hich was a necessity for the process to work [P6]. It was also
hought that proceeding with a top-down mandate would have
ade teams conform to a single process [P41]. This would have
een sub-optimal, as it was important that each individual team
nd project tailored their practices [P41]. 
.3.11. Requirements management 
Recognize the importance of the product owner role. A par-
icularly important role was the Product Owner. Many cases re-
orted problems if the Product Owner did not perform adequately,
nd it was seen as critical to have a dedicated person in that role
P12, P14, P30, P39]. Successes or problems emerged respectively
epending on how well the Product Owners were performing. 
In one case, a well-implemented Product Owner role was un-
erstood to be a key success factor when using agile methods
P16, P33]. It was reported that when the Product Owner role was
mplemented correctly, the team performed better and the work
roducts were correct [P24]. Projects started off better when the
roduct Owners were engaged early on [P46]. Some Product Own-
rs were even described to become agile enthusiasts when they
earned how business and technology can collaborate in the agile
ay of working [P46]. 
Several cases endorsed training and coaching for the Product
wner role [P16, P39, P46]. Product Owners should receive training
n agile principles, backlog management, user story breakdown,
nd agile planning [P16]. Also tool support for backlog manage-
ent and two way communication between Product Owners and
eams should be worked on [P39]. 
Invest in learning to reﬁne the requirements. Some cases re-
orted challenges in requirements management, highlighting the
iﬃculty in managing the gap between high-level requirements
nd user stories handled by teams. It is important that the require-
ents are concise and small enough for the teams to handle [P5,
11]. It was recommended to invest in teaching skills in breaking
own and writing user stories [P11, P33, P48]. Gat [P17] describes
ow the gap between development and requirements management
as bridged by having a dedicated ”requirements architect” to help
ith requirements reﬁnement. 
. Discussion 
In this section we ﬁrst discuss our general observations, fol-
owed by a discussion on the answers of our research questions.
hen, we identify discrepancies and open issues in the literature.
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m  Finally, we discuss the limitations and present a future research
agenda. 
5.1. General observations 
In the past decade several publications have discussed the use
of large-scale agile. We identiﬁed 52 papers presenting 42 indus-
try cases describing large-scale agile transformations. The identi-
ﬁed primary studies were almost exclusively experience reports.
We could only ﬁnd six research papers that we classiﬁed as case
studies. None of these papers had their research focus directly on
the transformation process, even though they provided some infor-
mation on the transformation process as well. As can be seen from
our relevance classiﬁcation in Table 12. four research papers re-
ceived classiﬁcation 2, while one received 3 and one 1 (with scale
1–5, where 5 means that the entire paper focuses on describing
the transformation process). When comparing to experience re-
ports, where 20 of 46 papers received 4 or 5 in our classiﬁcation,
we can conclude that experience reports concentrated better on
our research topic, lager-scale agile transformations, than the re-
search papers. 
Moreover, as the second most often mentioned challenge in our
primary studies rose the “Lack of guidance from literature” which
was mentioned by nine cases. 
Thus, the main ﬁnding of this study is that despite the rele-
vance of the topic for practitioners, research is seriously lagging
behind, and there is in particular a need for rigorous case studies
and summarizing research. 
5.2. Answers to research questions 
This section summarizes and discusses the answers to the re-
search questions. 
As an answer to RQ1: “What challenges have been reported
for large-scale agile transformations?”, we identiﬁed 35 challenges
grouped into nine categories, summarized in Table 11 . The chal-
lenge categories that received the most mentions were: 1) Agile
diﬃcult to implement (mentioned by 48% of the cases), 2) Inte-
grating non-development functions (43%), 3–4) Change resistance
(38%) and Requirements engineering challenges (38%). From indi-
vidual challenges the most mentions received: Other functions un-
willing to change (31%) and Lack of guidance from literature (21%).
These results show that large-scale agile seems to be harder
to implement than people expect, as companies complain about
not ﬁnding enough guidance in the literature. With increasing or-
ganization size organizational functions beyond development get
involved, and they need to interface with development. Such func-
tions range from marketing and sales to user experience and hu-
man resources. If these functions are not aligned with the trans-
formation, that might cause serious limitations for the agile imple-
mentation and thus the full potential of the agile cannot be real-
ized. 
To answer RQ2: “What success factors have been reported for
large-scale agile transformations?” we identiﬁed 29 success fac-
tors grouped into eleven categories, as presented in Table 12 .
The success factor categories that stand out are: 1) Choosing and
customizing the agile approach (50%), 2–3) Management support
(40%) and Mindset and Alignment (40%), and 4) Training and
coaching (38%). From individual success factors the most often
mentioned were: Ensure management support (29%), Coach teams
as they learn by doing (29%), Customize the agile approach care-
fully (26%) and Start with a pilot to gain acceptance. 
These success factors show that large-scale agile cannot be just
taken into use off-the-shelf, but careful customization is needed to
make a good ﬁt for the organization and to gain the best beneﬁts.
Even though agile is often seen as a grass-root movement startingrom development, management support is clearly needed when
erforming a large-scale agile transformation. Mindset and align-
ent rose high as well, emphasizing the fact that understanding
he agile values behind the agile practices is important and align-
ng the whole organization towards the common goals makes it
asier to pull through the transformation. 
There does not exist similar literature studies on large-scale ag-
le as ours, nor does there exist any surveys speciﬁcally on large-
cale agile. The studies and surveys that do exist have studied agile
n general, not speciﬁcally as large-scale nor agile transformations,
.g. Chow and Cao (2008) studied success factors in agile software
rojects in general. The only studies that touch the topic of this
aper are not scientiﬁc but done by agile consulting or tool com-
anies, e.g. Version One’s State of Agile surveys ( VersionOne, Inc,
016 ) or Forrester’s surveys ( For, 2012; Giudice et al., 2014 ). 
The closest to our study is the State of Agile survey, as large
art of the respondents of their latest survey ( VersionOne, Inc,
016 ) were from large organizations that had at least partially
dopted agile. The results of that survey have similarities with
urs. Their respondents reported as the biggest barriers for fur-
her agile adoption the following: the ability to change the organi-
ational culture (55%), general organizational resistance to change
42%), pre-existing rigid/waterfall framework (40%), not enough
ersonnel with the necessary agile experience (39%) and manage-
ent support (38%). Change resistance rose as a big challenge in
ur study as well, and we recognized management support as one
f the top success factors. Pre-existing rigid waterfall frameworks
id not rise as a separate challenge in our study, but we recognized
management in waterfall” as a challenge as well as “using old and
ew approaches side by side”, where the old approach was most
ften just waterfall or waterfall type of rigid method. The ability
o change the organizational culture was not recognized by our
tudy as such, however, challenges close to that were, e.g. “man-
gement unwilling to change”, “keeping the old bureaucracy” and
other functions unwilling to change”. However, as a success factor
ategory we had “Mindset and alignment”, which included success
actors such as “concentrate on agile values” and “align the organi-
ation”. Thus, our study recognized some factors that relate to the
hallenges and the importance of changing the organizational cul-
ure. Finally, the barrier “not enough personnel with the necessary
gile experience” was not recognized as a separate challenge in our
tudy, but “training and coaching” was among our most important
uccess factor categories. 
The State of Agile survey did not bring up our two biggest
hallenge categories “Agile diﬃcult to implement” and “Integrat-
ng non-development functions”. One explanation to that might be
hat the survey most probably had pre-deﬁned answer categories
imiting answers to those, whereas our categories rose from the
ata, and thus were not limited to any pre-deﬁned options. 
The State of Agile survey gave ﬁve tips for success with scal-
ng agile: consistent process and practices (43%), implementation
f a common tool across teams (40%), agile consultants or train-
rs (40%), executive sponsorship (37%) and internal agile support
eam (35%). Four of these tips match very well to our ﬁndings.
he ﬁrst one of these, the consistent process and practices, is
ery close to our success factor “conﬁrm to a single approach”.
he third one, agile consultants or trainers, match to our training
nd coaching category, where we have as success factors “provide
raining on agile methods” and “coach teams as they learn by do-
ng”. The fourth tip, executive sponsorship, ﬁt to our success factor
ategory “management support”. Finally, the last tip, internal ag-
le support team, is at least partially included in our success fac-
or “coach teams as they learn by doing”, as in many of the cases
hat mentioned this, the day-to-day coaching was provided by in-
ernal coaches. However, the second tip, implementation of a com-
on tool across teams, did not rise as a success factor in our study,
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s  ven though several cases mentioned the implementation of com-
on tools. Nevertheless, they did not lift that up as a success fac-
or for transformation. 
.3. Discrepancies and open issues 
The papers included in our review provided several pieces of
ood advice in the form of challenges and success factors. How-
ver, looking at the challenges and success factors, we can notice
iscrepancies, and even controversial advice, highlighting aspects
f agile transformation that would require deeper study to gain
ore insight. 
Dealing with the old process. It is unclear how and when
o completely drop the old process and its related concepts and
ractices. The literature mentions challenges when keeping the old
ay of working, such as using the “Old and new models side
y side”, “Management in waterfall mode”, and “Integrating non-
evelopment functions in the transformation” indicating that the
oexistence of two different ways of working is problematic. On
he other hand, most transformations were done using a stepwise
pproach, meaning that this situation will exist at least for some
hile in the organization, and using the old way of working as a
eference for the transformation can also be beneﬁcial, as the good
ractice “Map to old way of working to ease adaptation” suggests. 
Drawing the line between “one single approach” and allow-
ng self-organization. On the one hand, to successfully perform an
gile transformation, it seems important to use a single approach
s a starting point, as the success factor: “Conform to a single ap-
roach” indicates. This allows the organization to have a consistent
ocabulary, which was seen to beneﬁt the organization and sup-
ort the change [P8, P16, P43]. A single approach makes it possible
o compare work between teams and makes it easier for people to
elocate and have predictable progress [P43]. If such an approach
s lacking, challenges like “interpretation of agile differs between
eams”, becomes exacerbated, making it diﬃcult to collaborate be-
ween teams or change team members between the teams. On the
ther hand, some primary sources suggest that teams should be
llowed to self-organize and customize their practices individually
o ﬁt the needs of each team, and full control should be given to
eams. It was also mentioned that in a larger organization it is not
easible to use the same process for all projects [P49], but individ-
al application of the agile process is needed for different types
f development, depending, e.g., on the type of the software being
eveloped or the project size [P45]. 
Providing management support without suppressing grass-
oot level empowerment. On the one hand, having management
upport is a necessary condition for successful transformation, as
hown by the related success factors. However, forcing the trans-
ormation from the top can create problems, as some organizations
eported “Top-down mandate creates resistance” as a challenge. Of
he reported transformations, about half were led top-down, and
bout one forth bottom-up, and one fourth using a hybrid model. 
.4. Limitations 
Researcher bias might have inﬂuenced the selection of primary
tudies, as well as data extraction. The selection of the primary
tudies may have been distorted by interpreting the inclusion cri-
eria falsely. This risk was mitigated by using three researchers in
esigning the inclusion criteria. When the inclusion criteria was
ubsequently applied, the abstract ﬁltering was performed inde-
endently by two researchers, and unclear cases were resolved
y case-by-case discussions between two or three researchers. In
he full-text ﬁltering phase, one researcher did the initial ﬁltering
aking the decision regarding the unambiguous cases. For the less
lear-cut cases—over half of the papers—two researchers read theaper and independently made decision proposals regarding inclu-
ion or exclusion. In cases they agreed, the paper was included or
xcluded based on their joint agreement. Papers that still were un-
lear were discussed and resolved by all three researchers together.
The second part of the research that may have been affected
y subjective bias was the elicitation of results by coding and
nalysis. Our tools for mitigating this threat were limited, as the
ork stages in question are particularly laborious. For resource
onstraints the process could not be duplicated. We made an at-
empt to prevent subjective bias in analysis by making the results
s traceable as possible, by supplying references to each claim pre-
ented in the results. 
A particular problem in this systematic literature review was
he limitations of Boolean keyword searches in online databases.
 keyword search cannot easily identify the facets large-scale and
mpirical , and also the facet transformation is diﬃcult to capture
ith keywords. For these reasons we did not include the facets
arge-scale and empirical in the keyword search, but instead did
 manual walkthrough of all the selected papers in the ﬁltering
hase to determine the size of the organization and whether the
aper contained empirical material. This added manual work, but
itigated the threat. 
For the facet transformation , we used a variety of synonyms as
eywords, but a small risk remains that some studies discussing
ransformations without using any of the keywords we used re-
ain unidentiﬁed. 
Through our preliminary search we found three relevant papers
hat were not found by our keyword search, and that we included
n the study as primary sources. In addition, by going through the
eferences of the 170 papers selected for full text ﬁltering we iden-
iﬁed two additional relevant papers that had not been spotted
y the keyword search and that we included as primary studies.
y these means we aimed to make sure to locate papers that the
eyword search might have missed. The fact that it was possible
o ﬁnd additional papers outside the search result suggests that
 possibility remains that our keyword search missed some other
apers as well. However, because we put reasonable effort in at-
empting to identify missed publications, we believe that the num-
er of possibly missed papers remains very limited, and thus does
ot signiﬁcantly affect the results. 
Only six of the primary studies presented a clearly deﬁned re-
earch method. Most of the papers were experience reports, in
ost of which author was a member of the organization discussed,
s shown in Table 6 , creating author bias. However, due to the low
umber of research papers, we deemed that the results would be
istorted heavily and many valuable studies would be left out if a
trict quality assessment would be part of the inclusion criteria. As
 result we decided to include all experience reports, regardless of
he perceived objectivity. 
Many primary studies were openly pro-agile, without giving a
olid motivation for the standpoint. The tendency to publish only
ositive results is another particular problem for this literature re-
iew. The primary studies typically reported the transformations
s successful, a sign of publication bias. A related issue was that
he majority of experience reports were authored by persons per-
onally involved in the transformation, due to which the authors
ight be reluctant towards reporting problems in the transforma-
ion. However, most papers did bring up several challenges experi-
nced during the transformation as well as perceived success fac-
ors. Due to the current state of research it is necessary to include
tudies with varying strength of evidence in order to relevantly ag-
regate evidence on large-scale transformations. 
Due to the author and publication bias of the primary stud-
es and qualitative nature of transformation descriptions, we de-
ided not to make quantitative interpretations in the results, in-
tead use only qualitative analysis. Therefore, based on this data
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(we could not, e.g., rank the challenges and success factors and say
which ones are the most important ones. However, by looking at
the number of cases that mentioned some success factor or chal-
lenge gives an indication about the prevalence of the factors in the
existing literature. However, as we do not know how well the pub-
lished papers represent the industry, we cannot generalize e.g. the
percentages to the industry at large. 
5.5. Future research agenda 
Based on our literature review, we identify ﬁve topics that we
think requires signiﬁcant further study, and that can together be
considered to form a research agenda on large-scale agile transfor-
mations. 
1) Case studies on transformations. More research conducted with
proper methods on large-scale agile transformations is acutely
needed. In our review, we were able to identify only six research
papers on the topic, despite the large practitioner interest in the
topic. The timeliness and importance to practitioners is evidenced,
e.g., through the fact that recent years have seen a number of
books published and courses organized by consultants, and a large
number of talks on this topic at agile conferences. Thus, the found
46 experience reports and six research papers seem to only scratch
the surface and report experiences from only a small fraction of
the real number of transformations happening. Thus, we suggest
more case studies on understanding the large-scale agile transfor-
mations better and how they are done in practice. 
2) Scaling practices. In our review, we scoped out the practical
adaptations and augmentations, “scaling practices”, used by the
organizations. Some agile methods, e.g., Scrum have suggestions:
Scrum proposes the use of Scrum-of-Scrums as the main scaling
practice. Several frameworks by consultants have been developed
and are actively promoted, e.g. SAFe and LeSS. These frameworks
introduce several additional practices for scaling. E.g., LeSS suggests
practices like Area Product Owners and Communities of Practice.
Yet, little research has been done on what scaling practices actually
are used in companies, or of their related challenges and beneﬁts
or context-dependency. 
3) Scaling frameworks. Consultants and practitioners have put for-
ward several frameworks for scaling agile. For example, agile con-
sultants have put together an “Agile Scaling Knowledgebase Deci-
sion Matrix” ( Mat, 2016 ), where they brieﬂy compare different ag-
ile scaling approaches in one big excel sheet. Currently, they have
listed nine different approaches. While going through the articles
for this review, we noticed that experiences reports and research
papers very seldom mention any frameworks. To our knowledge,
there exists only a handful of papers on actual usage experiences
related to a particular scaling framework. This is in stark contrast
to the fact that companies report using these frameworks, e.g., ac-
cording to Version One’s 10th survey on the state of agile 23%
of respondents reported using SAFe and 4% LeSS. Thus, it would
be important to study the scaling frameworks scientiﬁcally: How
much are these scaling frameworks used? How are they used?
What are the beneﬁts and challenges of using them? To what kind
of circumstances is each of them suitable? How much are they tai-
lored in practice to the needs of the customers? As the reported
usages of the scaling frameworks in the scientiﬁc literature is low,
we encourage researchers to perform in-depth case studies to un-
derstand how the frameworks are used and how they are possibly
customized. ) Enterprise agile. As one of our challenge groups, “Integrating
on-development functions in the transformation”, showed the ag-
le adoption often started from the development organization, and
ther parts of the organization found it diﬃcult to adapt. How-
ver, the development organization operates in a larger context
nd needs to interface with other organizational functions. This is
hallenging if the other functions do not adapt to or adopt agile,
nd are unwilling to change. Thus, for ensuring the success of the
hole transformation, it seems to be important that other organi-
ational functions support and adopt agile. It would be interesting
o study how these other functions can best be included in, and
upport an agile transformation at the enterprise scale. 
) Surveys on challenges and success factors. Surveys on challenges
nd success factors for agile projects in general have been con-
ucted, e.g.( Chow and Cao, 2008 ). However, speciﬁcally large-scale
gile projects have not been scientiﬁcally studied. Non-scientiﬁc
urveys exist, the most famous one being the State of Agile Survey
hat Version One has been conducting annually since 2007. That
urvey has recently asked a few questions related to large scale as
ell, e.g. on scaling methods used and tips for success with scal-
ng agile. According to the latest survey ( VersionOne, Inc, 2016 ),
2% of the almost 40 0 0 respondents had more than hundred peo-
le in their software organization and 43% of all the respondents
orked in development organizations where more than half of the
eams were agile. Of course, the sample of this study is limited to
 selected subset of companies and countries (of the almost 40 0 0
espondents to the latest survey 65% were from North America and
6% from Europe). However, this indicates that there seems to exist
 large number of companies that have taken or are taking large-
cale agile into use. Thus, there is a possibility to perform inter-
sting survey studies as well. One topic for further surveys would
e to study how the challenges and success factors recognized in
his study are experienced in the companies: which ones they have
xperienced and which ones they consider most important. 
. Conclusions 
We presented a systematic literature review of empirical stud-
es and experience reports on large-scale agile transformations. We
nalyzed 52 papers describing 42 different organizations, present-
ng qualitative ﬁndings describing reported challenges and success
actors for large-scale agile transformations. 
The identiﬁed primary studies were almost exclusively expe-
ience reports, only six research papers were included. Thus, the
ain ﬁnding of this study is that despite the relevance of the topic
or practitioners, research is seriously lagging behind, and as a con-
equence the identiﬁed success factors and challenges are those
hat practitioners perceive and report as most important. The re-
ationship between these and objective fact remains unknown. 
The challenge categories that received the most mentions are
gile diﬃcult to implement, integrating non-development functions,
hange resistance , and requirements engineering challenges . The suc-
ess factor categories that received the most mentions are choos-
ng and customizing the agile approach, management support, mind-
et and alignment , and training and coaching . 
As future research topics we suggest case studies on agile trans-
ormations, studies on the usage of scaling practices and scaling
rameworks, as well as enterprise wide use of agile, and surveys
n large-scale agile. 
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